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EDUCATION INFORMATION

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1071

U.S. 'SENATE
SELECT COMMIWEE: ON

EQVAL EDUC.1TTONAL OPi'OR'kuNITY,
! Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10 :10 a.fti.; pursuant to Call, _in room
1318 of the New Senate Office Building, the 'Thmorible 'Walter F.
Mondale, chairman Of the committee, presiding.

Present :.Senator Mondale.
Staff members present illiam C. Sniith, staff director and gen-

eral Connsel ; Bert Carp arid Donald S. Harris, profesional staff ; and
Leonard Striekinan; minority co-tinsel:

Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order.
This morning we will hear:from .Dr. FraneiS'Keppel, chairman 'of

. the board, 'General Leariiing Corp. Of New York ;' Mr: Joel Berke, The
BrOokings InstitUtiOn ; and-Dr: Robert J. Goettel, Syracuse University
Research Corp.: We 'are very pleased- to .ha ve you with us this morning.

Dr. Keppel. will you lead off the testiftiony.

STATEMENT OF Dit. FRANCIS KEpPEL, CHAIRMAN. OF THE' BOARD,
GENERAL LEARNING CORP., NEttr: YORK,

Dr. KEPPEr.. Thank you yery much, Mr. Chili iman.
think I can savo you time by noi:, attempting to read this because

it onlY Makes two points.
Senator MONDALE. We will. place your statement in the record,* ,

Keppek, ! . .7

:1),IVItKEPEL. it is difficult for me, sitting in thi.S.'chair, not to 'go. back !
for! 5' 'years and-. take a look at the di fferencef!bet*een 5 yea rS
roughly at thotime of the passage of that ethicational ;legislation, in
the mid-sixties,comparecl to today ;!,specifiCally, with regard te the iSsue
before yeti,!'sir ..naMely;inferthatiOn

A :nuinher; -of us :!spent a gi.io4'deall';ef'fi.inei-ithairs like, this and
provided a' whale of ia!',1Ot,Of data :teithe Meinhers Of:the Senate and
the House oft the: probi.eMs Of, priftiarily'the 'pUblio :and; private
secondary system andalSOhigher education. MOst of that data I would
liaye to. suniMarize-as.secieeeenoinie2::data, on- bnildings, poVertY !Of. ;

variOus.tyPes' perhapS of :training andlteaCherS:. There was .
.

See prepare'd statemeht, pp. 1061-53
(1.004.9),

!
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practically no data that I was able to bring in my former position as
Commissioner before the Congress that had to do with what pupils
learn.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

It was not that we did not want to provide it. 'We did not have it.
One of the major changesand itsis the thrust of my testimonyin the
last 5 years is that with the development, clumsy as it is, of the Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress, which is carried out by
the Compact of the States, and by other means, we now have accom-
plished three things.

I do not want to overstate, Mr. Chairman. I spent too much time in
this chair overstating things, I am afraid. At any rate, the following
has happened : Techniques for sampling and methods of administra,-
tion of measures of what pupils learn, have been worked out. It is now
going on across the country on a national sample basis.

Second, the resistance Of the educational fraternity which was very
strong in the middle or early part of the last decade, and to a degree
exists today, is eroding fast. The key fact ori this ds that half a dozen
States have gone to the Compact of the States in effect seeking help in
how to adapt or use perhaps the techniques and the measures of the
National Assessment in their own State. I would expect, and hope that
that would go further.

This is oreatly- strengthened, of course, ,by the current enthusiasm
for what is called accountability. I am not, sure anybody knows what,
it means; bnt, there is a general feeling that, the educators ought to be
held responsible for what the children learn and not for the age of the
building.

Third, there is an extraordinary hopeful possibility that out, of this
movement we can develop measures by the schoolthe program within
the school building=which will make it, possiblenot, now, sir, but in
due courseto rifle- -shoot direet, funds to improVe the performance
within a school building:,

I am making a. contrast here between the school and the school
system as a 'wholeall the primary; junior high,. and high schools.
treated as a unitbecause the important data on equal educational
opportunity gets lost in that aggregate. It would seem' to me essen-
tial that , we disaggTegate it; get the unit of measure 'down to the
school itself, the place where the, individual in charge can be held
more responsible. in my judgment; than the superintendent,.

On the other hand.% we' would, not, by' these teehniques,, be over-
burdening; the indiyidual children with a _whale of ,alot ;of 'measures.
A -pretty good case 'can be made that, tob 'much .testing,is.imegood for
children. By sampling lechnique.:itis, as far as can' see, possible-to
reduce, the amount of testing and still give the' responsible authdrities
like yourself the data that,..;yau need for ,public policy. .

Therefore, -I would hOpe(that the; committee; in 'donsidering equal.
educational opportunity, give Support to the develOpment as rapidly
as possible, through R. & D. programs, of -the Measures. the -tech-
niques 'for using them and the way of reperting the resat's,. both of
the inputswhich I 7believe my colleagues will Speak toon the
financial side and the result on' the learning' side. That those be re-
ported school by school, publicly.
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This seems to me to be the essential inoTedient for increased con-
sumer knowledge about the school, the capacity to influence that
school, and in effect, the choice of school---7to the, degree to which the
individual family can move to find the schools they want.

SocroEcoicomic FAcTons

Without this information, Mr. Chairman, it seems :to me we are
wasting our time. It has been pointed out rather irigorously in the,
last few years, 'largely through the Coleman report interpretations,
that the educational system really does not make, a lot bi difference.
It is the setting in which the pupils live, their families, the sOcial en-
vironment, that are inore important than schoolS. I suppose, Since
I have been an eduCator all my life, I do 'not quite believe it. I remain
with hope that if thisinformatiOn systeth is aCtUallY Put in Place and
stiidied over the years, we call:show that, the schools proPerlY Irian-
aged, can have a lot More influence than it now fashionable to say.
Certainly, i .would hope this. iS 'the View of your .committee, sir.

We have an immense inVestment in public .education and.private
education. Despair, which iSqUite ,widespread at:the Present tinie, may
erode that 'investment. I doubt if we'can really turn that around with7
out the, inforinatiori systern intC whiCh Yon are inquiring. My colleagues
Will go into detail about information that is noW available, but nOt ade.
9uately interpreted or pnt;to Use. I aMpleading not'-agairist them, but
in addition to them; that a, special emphasis be, put on -learning results
that; could be tied into the ecionomiC facts affecting educatiOn.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. FRANCIS KEPPEL

Mr: Chairman, better information about education iS needed both to define
the term "equal educational opPortunity," and to approaeh it in practice as a
social goal.

Only a decade, ago, many doubted our technical 'ability to collect, store, and
use data about the process and results sf schooling. There was resistance on the
part of educational authorities against the collection of ;data .that would 'permit
comparisons of 'edacatiOriat results. In any ease, the NatiOri seeinad above:all to
lack ,eqUal financial SuPport for the pupil's, spacial helP fOr:thoSe 'with phYsical or
socialhandicaps,and a better way to:recruit and train thelfekChing:Staff. On these
matters facts were avhilable and action could baand was taken.,.;7;

We have sinee iecogniZect that k[util'OtlikatietiOpporthniti.la.hoi alone a Matter
of equal 'support; special, help or teacher: CdheartIOn. Education;iS fiat 'a m a tter of
sehooling alone, but of thaentirlife of ihe learner, so the'three.faetOrs mentioned
are' necessarY bat not Sufficient vedinlitiona'fiir;reaching.tha.goal:iThey lekve out
the essential factors.of managenient,,reSource alloeation,and-rePOrting to,the,Con-
sumer and the: PUbil&,The Xey:.,tO eac.,Wok these is a:systeidef AnforthatiOn:-

In:the' mid-1960's :It wita :not feksiblei,fo, Work Ont a'.O.trictet.definition of an
educationally debri'Ved :chihl than. :te measure his:need ;.13Y ;his 'tainilyjncome: We
lacked any way of 'getting the kirid:af detailed Faia:coniparable,intorniktiOn that
woUld;have made 'it feasible 'to isolate particUlarledneatibaal Aeilcits;af ;'sehools
and' then target the finanCial remedY for.`ithe partienlar:.edneational,;disekse. We

dnia on zWhat Childken *era Icarning testimOn.V. ;.piesented to
the, Eongiass :in .stiPport tOf educational bills Was:filled with soCioecoribmic facts
a hbut. old buildings, ill4prePared teachers,:inadeqUate ;Ma teriali, jbroken wiMlows,
andPercentage of dropthitsfi'From thhae faets;it:was reaioned that the 'Aildren
in Scime,,Schools,,Were.qt getting an: even :break;':and that,if these ,schools,lvere
given speeial finanCial helpi, the Children would; learn: oreand Wbuld,:baable
to compete on equal;:terma with their-ifellowa when they reached maturitY. ,

qo not, retract :from this;testiniony today:::-Hope and action still Seem better
than despair and inaetiOn: But it was "on hindsight, naive Trill-I-Drily because we
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overestimated what schools in general (and above all a particular school) could
do. We lacked data on what the results were in different schools with- coMparable
student bodie& The facts presented to the Congress dealt with; the conditions in
which pupils were forced by the attendance 'laWs to learn. They dealt with in7puts rather than outPuts. ' ; '; .

Since then, some progress has been made:Part of that progress has been down
the painful path to modestyat least for the educators.:The data from the report
now known by iM author's name, the Coleman 'Report, has suggested the limits
of what school in general can do to provide.equal educational opportunity. It has
made clearer the great influence the' home 'and the Social setting:seem to have.Alas, the 'report has also' created the general impression that it doesn't make
much difference :what the schools try to do.' The liVes-of the- children of disad-
vantage seemed dooined to play an enfiless'revival of aa Americantragedy.:Later
rePorts on the effect:of the ;several acta of Congress 'of the mid-1960's have been
interpreted as. rearbing :the same cenclfisiOn. ;As one, looks back, it seems rather ;
naive that any :of us exPected ramatid teSUlts in':a;few -yeara 'from; Federal
actions that provided only .A:small percentage of financial helP With no precise
notion of how to.applY that help. It is as thongh we exPected a pin to do the Work
of a crowbar in moving it rock whose Weight and: center of gravity, were: un-
knewn. But' it is perhapS jUst as naiVe 'to aSsume on sfich i short experience, and

;

with such 'inadequate financing and administration, that nothing can be done
especially since there is hopeof the new factor of 'far better informatiOn'tnineas:
ure operation& . .

The national assessment of educational progress is slowly winning its way
into the ' confidence of the edUcatiOnal fraternity. The earlier resistance has
changed, in' a :group, a States, to reqfiests for cooperation no that ; comparable
measureS ,can, be ,used :within. the States:in, such results' a s'.what the 'puPils "learn
in reading,. science,: Citizenship; :mathematics :et 'al: Better, measures have' been
deviSed,, sainpling: Methods .warked, out ,and difficifit .teelinical problems of admin-
istration are -being worked 'out; ';-: . . ; . .

Evefi thoUgh political' and prtifessional resistance to a better infermation sys-
tem is waning;, there is a .long,Way to go' before lobal. Pchdol systems, and above
all individual schools, assemble 'data On educational investments ; (teachers ,sal- :

. aries, materials,:and snfoith) and, procedures onthe one handread stiident
ing on the other. Gbod starts have been Made, in the :city schools. of :Detroit; for
example, bin in general flata is aggregateffin';:such ;a wfij.,;:that, it iS:alincist:.im-
possible to:fecus 'on the' individua -school.' as' a target. The. inofintifizci.` preseureS f or
"accodntability in edfidation'!" Of recent Years 'inhy reSifit: in' public'. ;for
animal reports of..this sort, made available to parents and to f,the,..6OrribiunitY .

served by' the partiefilar school: But'before that happens a great-cleat:Of' research
and'develoPthent liaSto lie done:- , : -

The capacity; of the'doMptiter,to store and analyze this;information:at & reason-
able'dOSt' represent's a pewerfal reSoUrea:NOt tnitch.nSe-:Of 'thiS2resoniCe hag been
Made:by: American:SChools. either .for' creating internal lnanagemenf inforinafion

. 'syatenin or for' pnblia .repOrtinki The committee could n4ake a .major contiibution
by urging tlie allocation :Of energy; Off:reknit-6es to ucJi an R. & D. program.
indinding,:the aetting;,OP:etdenionstratioria.:7When the Congress and the ex.ecutive
bitineh: are Satisfied '. that' the: feehniCal' PrOblenia-are tinder Control, thebffide of
Ednditiori could theri-bOthr ebilact data'on'suelf:kb010.,iiid make publid "reports.
Neither"is.POSsible

You'. Will; haVe,notects-thai thiS .testiiininkiputs'SpeOiafeinpliasiS On the, need of
asSessing:'yshat.:.:the'lioStittitiOn, the particulQr ch6O1;1' ia 'accoinPlishine. rather
th0 On: a 'sChOoLsYsteni.as ri.:Vg#Old 'Or on how the individual learner. is perfein
1.4g. Presmnablyitf:=Year; to' ebine; thiS,Cbrainittee:;itint the:COngreSS
have .aggregate'dataiiii''Order'..CO'inriderStand the exteiit of variation from inegoal
of; equal ;"edneatiOnar OPPOrtanitY as exPreSsed in ineasure of. what pupils hate
learned: A:- child; Who`7cariinit''read.: or cipher
take' advantage ,Opreducatiorial: . opportunities. But for:the natibriar purpOe, ff
:reniedial 'action.:M; to be'effeCtive;. thiS information haig '0'.be.aPPliecV to-rl.tbe.,ba sic
management indiVidual' Schoolwhere Soinething can:rbe: done: and
where responsibilitY'ca*be lOdged.;"; ;;:' )::: :.': ":

Thereare'agreat manY:tests; that-arc now usedtn diagranithe:Prohlems of the
indiVidual learner and :to'Prediée:What lie'cali next handle effectiyel., These tests
can, of course,' bedmproved hifirWill:belmproved in Years td,cOnie: But it seems
to this witness that;higher' priority should.ibe assigneffininstitntional measure-
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ment as the key to getting a more accurate notion of how far we have to go in
defining equal educational opportunity, in pinpointing places where-special atten-
tion is required, and in making clear to the public the progresaor
reaching the goal.

It is my personal hope, based on all too little evidence, that in the longrun it
will be shown that the school can play a larger part in achieving equality of
opportunity than now seems to be , the case. Adequate evidence is not in, and
adequate management controls are not in place. I hope you will be patient as
those of us in education get at the job Nvith the new tools at our disposal and with
the new energy that sheer necessity demanda.

Thank you very much.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Dr. Keppel.

FEDERAL ROLE

What is your opinion of the adequacy of the structure and role of
the Federal Government in assisting with the development of usable
and relevant ,educational data ?

Dr.-KEPP'EL. Assistance ?
Senator MONDALE. How effective is it in developing the data that

you believe to be needed ?
:Dr. KEppm.,..Perhaps I could best answer that by explaining how I

ihought it. necessary to operate 10 years ago.
. The CommisSioner of ;Edudation at that time, as I have. indicated,

had no .data on, learning outcoines: lle.had a lot of data on buildin
and money, bid none on kaining..It Seemed at, that, ihne extreme y ,
unlikely that the. Federal executive branch :would be: able ,to ;Create
the measures and apply them: throughont, the ication on outcomes and
we therefore encouraged: priVate sourceS--the Carnegie Corporation,
Ford, -and othersto sort:fiip:Wational Assessment Program. There
Were at.that tiine twO reasons. r; : :

-The first one was that.,:there Was Strong prefessional: reSistanee to
being measUred and- the .chances;Irankly; of-getting fundS-`ta da,rry
out . any .slich enterprise .from -the :,public sourcevwere negligible. I
think that has changed. Indeed; national asSeSsment is being financed
in ood Part,:bY'ilieFederal:GOverninenetOdaY

The seecind. reason .was .that Tit did !not:seeni.to me that the ()MO of
: Edneation;.had the staff qualifieatibiis to' do it.; Itis my iiiiPreSSien-

but here I. oii niy, 'dolleig-ties who have:looked at it nu.0 More
cloSely;that 'the last ',halfidoien years has shoWn a. good deal of
strengthenini in. the technical'Senseon:the Federal -§kk!.I.n.t:being.::able
to 6,rry .04 such :inforrnaiidn'C011ectiOn.: That is My imPreSsion kit I

,could:not pretend I am a good witness.

NATIOXAh I sTrr UTE OP Eou6 kTION

Senator 11losimi.E. We have before us in the Higher Education Act,
the Icational Institute Of Edneation; or .the ..National .Foi-tndation

Ktk;iii,.. It is the liatiOnal, Institute:Of Edacation.....,i,,
Senafor MoNDALE. I think,Viat. iS;deSikiied. to: de a better Job of re,

search; iind ii;2,13,etter job in: eiPerinieiitatiOn and deniOnStratiOn.
Dr:-.KiirpEt:,,.Tt = -; : . .

SCruiter,MOknii.x. If We ever get;that conferenee;I:aSsurrie it
will be adoiiteit What is yeiir Viektoiirard, that PrOPosal, .. or other proi-.
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posals that you may have in mind, to assure that the Federal Govern-
ment is doing an effective job in this research and experimentation ?

Dr. Ic.ErrE.L. With regard to the National Institute of Education, I
have testified strongly in favor, as it happens, on the other side of the
Ilill. I believe that one of its major tasks would be to improve the qual-
ity of measuring instrmnents and the ,techniques of data collection. I
very much hope that bill, if it gets through conference and so forth,
will get underway.

The best way I can think of to be sure that we get this information--
the information I am speaking to with regard to learning resultsis
to have the school systems get their money in part on the basis of it.
That really gets the show going.

Now. I am not quite confident that we are ready for it yet,' because
I am not sure our measures are good ,enough, but that is the way we
would like to go. To a de igree, it s being done in some of the States to-
day. I.think that is really the way to get better use of the data we have.

Senator MONDALE. Are you concerned that if you uSe that strategy
you might get false data ?

iDr. KEPPEL. I am, sir. I am n the business world and I have ob-
served with astonishment the enormous 'creativity of rny associates in
thinking up data at budget time. Of' course am concerned.

On the other hand, I do not,think that---:4 know many of my fellow
educators disagree-Tthe danger of false data, is great enough to Carry
the argument against trying.

Senator MONDALE. Very good.
Mr.-Berke.

, ,

STATEMENT OP MR. JOEL BERKE, THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, D.0 ; AND DR. ROBERT "J: GOETTEL, SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CORP., NEW TORII; N.Y.

Mr. BERKE. Senator, it is an hOnor to be here again and I would like
to begin the testimony 'that Dr. Groettel :and' I. will. prOent jointly to-'
day Fy endorsing the statements made'liy the previous witness and say
we agree ,With every Statement Dr; Keppel 'has made, and that we, too,
feel the importance of having data'on learning ontconie's ; and the ,hist
comments , particularly, in gearing financial systenisjoithat data is
sOmething. that we have proposed and reCommended and I think I
diScuSsecnt last :Etna I 'was'before "this Committee. with-Dr., Kelly 'of
Teacher§ College and Foid Foundation,'Sb we are' delighted to follow
Dr. keppel.

DATA ON FINANCIAL AS:PECTS 61' EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY

Our own emphasisjoday, iS going, to be -eri sorneWhat different kinds
of data. This 'cox-Ili-nip-0 "is ;WelIi'aware of the, relevance 4,finance to
equal eduCap.Onal opPortuiiitY: and Dr. Geettel, :and. I WoXild,jike :to
address ,ourselyeS, te day td the acleqmicy. :or in 00040 ,prf theAata':fur7
nished primaply by the Offiee'Of Educat.ioi but alsOfhy1 F5ther#gencies
on the §tate of edueational .finance:Fand!!'edfication 4§..:it}i61.44§:.0;4rid.
equal educational : opportnnitY;,* it' rel ate

OUr cOnderri 7iiitY`thi.S::1§Siie:'gOeS: back some tifrie. V,*:itia-E,tei. of
fact, in the''stndy "Y-6n "issued a§ a 'cOifiniitte-e
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Aid to EducationWho Benefits?" my colleagues and I had a chap-
ter in which we pointed to the importance of this data gap.

Two years ago, Dr. Goettel and I metas a matter of fact, when I
was a member and he was on staff of an advisory committee to the
late Jamos E. Allen when he was Commissioner of Education, which
concerned itself with this problem which he, too, like every commis-
sioner who preceded him, felt, namely, the inadequacy of data to make
decisions on; and more recently we have conducted a study which is
within a week or two of completion for the President's commission,
looking into the adequacy of information that is available on educa-
tion.

We have a statement today. I think it is brief enougrh for us to
read throuoth it with you. In it we will spend some time covering the
problem as we see it because it is a problem that is not widely a,ppre-
elated and so I think it is worth dwelling on the problem itself but
then we would like to move on to things which will summarize the
conclusions of 'our study and more importantly for your purposes I
am sure a series of recommendations that we have to make which
we would like to diseuss with you.

So, with that, let me proceed to our statement and we will answer
your questions as you raise them and we will answer them jointly
because this is a joint statement

Senator MONDALE.' Very wen:

DEFICIENCIES IN EDUCATION DATA

Mr. BERKE. As we see the problem that we are addressing our-
selves to, it turns particularly on the fact that participants .in edu-
cational policymakmgbe they, public officialS2,researchers eduCators,
interested citizensare handicapped by deficiencies- in the available
information' on the state of American education. The .data base that
should, be drawn upon in evaluating current policies and in designing
new programs is woefully inadeguate. This'inadeqUacy may-be traced
to two causes : First,: and more irnportant,',data are not organized in
ways that would facilitate,policy formulation ; and, ,secand., -data are
scatter

ied
amOng a variety c%f agencies.' The problem Partieularly

,acute n connection with the development and imPlementation'of na-
tional priorities in education. .

, A few questions that.policymakers might reasonably ra ise'wiltillus-
trate 'thine of the"shortcOmings of current educational statistical re-
porth.. To give an eXample or a series Of examples of the problem, I
would like to illuStrate by pointing. 'out Some of the questions that
policymakers might',reaSonably raise and indicate that the anSwers
are not easily.aVailable. '

If one seeks to`-khOw the total fiscal dinpact of all relevant Federal
proftrarns on education in particular scho0 distridts, data are. unavail-
able in any one Place or in any single report: Similarly; if one would
like to know how:much Federal support IS being provided:for urban
school districts, or impoveriehed rural districts, as I know you -have
asked, Senator, in the past, Or distriets with high proportions of non-
white students one cannot find information in accessible forth. Sup-

U.S.': Senate .Seleet Committee 'oa 'Equail Educatifinal Opportfialti; 'conitaittee :Print
,

April 1971;:U.5 . Government Printing Office ; reprinted Octobes 1971. .

, - .:-.-
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pose one were interested, in dcsicming an educational aid formula which
would take into account the taal servicesbOth educational and for
o-eneral o-overnmental functionsbeing supported out of a given corn-:- I-,
munity tax base. .

Again, such data must currently be pieced together from a variety
of sources. I could go on and .on. I guess the point I want to make
here. Senator, is that these are not really problems for Dr. Goettel and
myself, because we are researchers. We can pull that data together
from a. variety of sources and we can put it together in ways we need.
However, it is a problem for policymakers at all levels. There are other
important areas of information shortages, the educational impact or
the achievement outputs 'of the schools to which Mr. Keppel was ad-
dressing himself is one that we feel alSo, and, of course, the status of
education and finance in the nonpublic schools of the Nation is another
area where data is woefully inadequate.

FAILURE To ORGANIZE DATA FOR POLICYNAKING

Let me turn now to the failure to organize the data f;.-,r policy-
.makincr purposes which we consider the major shortcoining of current
Federal data on ediication.

FormUlating effective public policy for:the:support of elementary
and secondary education requires a knowledge Of .

1. The demand for various kinds of educational services, both
at present and in the foreseeable future ;

2. Estimates of the costs of those varied demands ;
3. A conception of eqUity in the distribution both of educational

services and of the costs of those seririces; '

4. A continnous monitoring and evaluation 'of the financial. and
to the extent feasible, the edncational ithpacti of Federal programs
in particular 'and 'of Amerioan education more'generally.

;fi , '141,et,.
Unfortunately, data about eduCation is currently presented.' in un-

digested, unaggregated form, ;leaving those who, are nOt ,themselYes
experieneed manipulators 'of-statistics at:a JOss, fa understand the sig-
nificance of all the paiiistakinglY. Collected and,refined,inforination.

In short; there is currently, little attempt°,t6 present, and:interpret
information in poliey-oriented eatec;.'''orieS _like thOse above., ;Much of
the, collection of statistical material on eduCation "is, dominated by a
1audable desire for acenracy and comprehensivenees: Equally needed
conceptnal valnes, notably the relation Of data: tO 'issues of public
policy; however; are, not ,seryed..,Overall, the fit ibetween the, needs of
those who try to think and plan syStematicallx.;foithe futureOf *Ameri-
can education ,and the statistical- tobls 'at their,disiiosal .ie;faiilty. The
hit or miss quality.of ,Many of:our Federal' progranis and:the hunch-
backed .nature of much ofriour thinking?, on ,ed.ucational, problems is
traceable in large part to -the inability of pOlieymakers to.draw upon
relevant -information as they pursue their deliberations. .

OVERVIEW NEEDED OF ENTIRE. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

Now the Second caiise for inadequate datals 'that data is scattered
among, and between Federal agencies,land theSe include such agencies
as the Office of Education andits subdivisions, the Office of Economic
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Opportunity, the Departments of Labor and Commerce, the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, the Census Bureau, and
the Office of Management and Budget. All these are Federal agencies
currently collecting educational data or procesthing it in some form.

State educational agencies and regional associations are additional
sources of information, as are private organizations like the National
Education Association and the National Catholic Education Associa-
tion. The fact that multiple reporting and analytic centers exist is not
itself a problem. Indeed, it is not only an inevitable situation, it is a
positively beneficial one. The real problem is that no.single agency
and that includes the U.S. Office of Educationhas undertaken the
task of providing an overview of the entire' educational landscape.

In regard to Federal programs in particular, the U.S. Office of
Education has largely limited the Sweep of its vision to those programs
and thOse data sources administered by the Office of Education..Thus
data on early childhood ethicatiori expenditures is scarce at the Na-
tional Center for Educational. Statistics because that is a Federal
agency. Shortages of data.on aspects of State and local finance relevant
to the need and capacity for educational support has come about be-
cause data collected for the Census of Governments and by the Ad-
visory Commission on' Intergovernmental Relations has seldom been
drawn upon by the Office of Education. ,

In' short; the responsibility the Office of Education has carried since
its founding in 1867"to collect such ,statistics and facts as should
show the condition and progress of educatioehas been subj.ected to
a restrictive and self-defeating interpretation On the baSis of 3urisdic-
tional lines that are unrelated to the substance of its:Mandate.

Now, that is essentially the problem as we see it.'In the spring of
1971, the President's Commiisson on School Finance agreed to fund a
6-month project directed by Dr. Goettel and myself' to look into the
problems outlined above' and to develop ,recommendationsi designed to
remedy the shortcomings in available !information related' to the sup-
port of American education: That, study is now! within'l 2 weeks of
completion. In it, we have analyzed the adequacy of inforniation avail-
able to those who seek to develop better ways 'of financing education.
We have examined and cataloged both the availability;and the useful-
ness of information on the important' questions on,the Nation's educa-,
tional agenda through interview's, questionnaires, .and stafE".analSrsis.
We have met with localc-State,'aUd, National OffidialS Of,both` executive
and: legislatiire' branches, and haire 'stUdied' reportS oflprevioUs panels
which have looked into the information gap in education."' '"

I would like to tuin-to thy colleagiie;Dr; C4oettel;-tO resume our tes-
timony and say sOmething, about what :we haye -found, and, .finally,
the recommendationS we wouldcmake'

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS , a, , 1

Dr. GOETTEL. Well, on the basiS of thetresearcli ietiirities :that 'Joel
Berke, has iindicated;, 'our' niajor-ceniChisiori:is: that the''PreSelie, sySteiii
of edneational'inforruatiorilails tO'ser3ierthe'reiiiiireiiients'Of thOse Who.
ar thost,in'need;:of tiii,aely; reliable, ahd.releVant iiiforrO-Fitiiiiiitbdut the
.NatiOn'S edUcationlil ProbleMs:''
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As Joel Berke has said, it is somewhat interesting- to note that the
category of users that appears to be best served by the efforts of the
U.S. Office of Education are researchers in the field, whereas the pol-
icymakers, Congressmen and staff, executives in the executive branch
are least served.

From the policymaker's viewpoint, this failure has four critical
dimensions :

1. Information is not organized and presented within a policy-
relevant framework. There is little indication that Federal educa-
tion data collection beoins with the most basic of questions : Data
for and about what ?

2. Information that is collected and disseminated is rarely ana-.
lyzed. As a result, U.S. Office of Education information typically
is presented according to the alphabetical order ,of the States or
the enrollment of school districts, two characteristics which usu-
ally have little relevance to the major issues facing the Nation.

3. The format and presentation of the information about
American education as well as long delays in publication dis-
courage use by policymakers.

4. Numerous gaps exist in the availability of data required to
answer questions relative to the education agenda of the 1970's.
Such gaps occur for three reasons:

(a) Suitable Comparisons from district to district or State
to State are 'often not available in any form. Examples in-
chidepupil-achievement data, cost-benefit data,, and "nCeds"

idata n some basic instructional areas.
(b) The second kind of gap that exists concerns data vihich

are available for some aggregations Of school districts, mimic-
ipalitieS, and States are not available for other aggregations
or levels. This is one of the principal 'reasons why it is so
difficult to relate fiscal data about education to data about
other State and municipal services.

(c) To be useful to policymakers an item' of information
must be presented in relationship to another item' tO 'create
an index which. permits analysis and conclusions. ./k. s often as
not, publications present raw data which 'are of little use to
policymakers.

In addition to these four 'basic conclusions, there are a number of
Other conclusions that we have drawn from our stUdies over the past
few months. .

AliABILITY OF FEDERAL F1714.135
, , ,

State information systeins have expanded and iinproved drimat-
ically in the past decade, largely as a result of the availability Of
Federal fundsNDEA Title X and ESEA Title V. Grant variations
continue to exist among States in both 'ability' and, probably more im-
Portant; in our view, the , willingness _to; provide Federal :Govern-
ment ,With".dita,, and, "might 'a d.also,.the WillingnesS to:collect cer-
tain' kindS: Of data aboUt, the ,nature of eduCation an their own States.

-A number. Of 'States are rebelling,igaingt inforination requests from
Was n Citing duplicationS, lack of establishecIneed for,informa7
don, and the high cost of collecting inforthation not routinely collected.
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The National Center for Education Statistics has made major efforts
to improve data collection procedures in recent years. As you are
aware 2 the NOES was created in 1965. However7 the Center is severely
limited in that almost 90 percent of elementary and secondary .educa-

. tion data are collected by program management bureaus of USOE,
Office of Civil Rights, Bureau of the Census, and the Department of
Agriculture. Though interagency cooperation is improving, and
NCES is making a gallant effort in this regard greater coordination
is in order.

NOES has by far the smallest budget of all major statistical agen-
cies in the Federal Government. Given the pressing need for relevant
and timely information and the multiplicity of problems associated
with complete dependence upon State and local education agencies, the
current budget of $5.7 million is grossly inadequate.

RECOMISEENDATIONEI
t Now, drawing from these conclusions, we have developed three

broad recommendations that we believe are addressed to the broad
nature of the problem of collecting and providing policymakers with
information about the condition and progress of education in our
Nation.

We -would suggest, first, that information on education which ex-
.plains spatial trends m :

1. The demand for education, .

2. Its costs
3. The patterns of allocation of educational services and costs-

4 that is the equity dimension, and ,

4. The impact both. fiscal and, to the extent possible, educational
of Federal programs should be produced by an analytical staff
located in the National Center for Educational Statistics of the
U.S. Office of Education. ,

The function of the analytical staff would parallel the activities
of such agencies as the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Office of
Business Economics. While the Center has made important .progress
in upgrading iti statistical com,,etence in the last few years, more ade-
quate analysis will require the'addition of personnel trained in demog-
raphy economics, education

"

public finance, sociology,' and other areas
of social science expertise. Vire would also add that the presence of

isuch analytically nclined personnel within the staff would also con-
tribute to intelligent, decisons , about which data should be collected
to answer the major policy questions.

In addition; and we' found that this final part Of this first recommen-
dation appears to be exceedingly important,to policymakers, we think
it would be useful if 'an editorial staff Were attached td NOES which
would insure readability. and ;clarity Of. fOrmat in NOES. publications.

The second 'recommendation, that we.Make is that tO gTole improve-
ment in NCES information gathering; analysis, and dissemination an
advisory committee should' be creatdd- :Composed of 'reCogniz' ed thchol-
ars and other pblicy-oriented uSers of edUcatiOnal data, the Committee
should be charged with producing an annual report' to' the Congress,
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and to the om-
missioner of Education on :
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1. The important trends in the condition and progress of Amer-
ican education, and

2. The state of the Office's infoimation collection, analysis, and
dissethination program.

Such a committee, with a staff of its own, would parallel in a gen-
eral way.the functions provided:by such committees as the Advisory
Commission on the Ed.ucation of Disadvantaged Children. Specifi-
cally, it would provide the immenSely useful function in-regard to data
services of asking the essential question : "Information for what ?"
Ambitious organizational chenges like those envisioned in the "'Com-
mon Core of Data for the Seventies;" Will'serve a -Useful:function Only
to the extent that a body Of' analytically' and policy-oriented people
influence the seleCtion of items to be collected ancl the manner in which
they are organized and presented to the Public.

The third recommendation : Ultimately; however, independent,
high-level analysis of the-state of American education and educational
finance will come only from a body roughly comparable to the. Na-
tional Bureau of Economic ReSearch. Funded perhaps, by the National
Institute of Education and the Education CoMinission of the States,
such a body could develop the prestige and donarietence to attract dis-
tinguished senior scholars and the most 'able junior colleagues. Draw-
ing upon the data of NOES, .private interest groups, and university-
based research; cutting across jurisdictional levels both horizontally
among the agencies of the national government and Vertically among
State education agencies and local education agencies, such' an agency
is the -primary hope we have for the development of the all important
capacity to provide critical analyses and' evaluations 'of the informa-
tion collected about the condition 'and prog:ress of American education.

That Concludes our formal statement, Senator. "
Senator MONDALE. Thank yrou very 'much for 'that statement. It

makes me feel better rthoughtithis committee was Unable to coMpre-
hend the data given to us, but apparently you have difficulty, too.

I believe ,the public spends about $42 million a- year now on ele-
mentary and secondary public e ucation? ,

Dr. ICEPPEL. It is a little more than that now, sir.
SellatOr MONDALE. HOw many children attend, public schools?
Dr. KEEPEL. I think, 45 million. I am, not sure.
Mr. BERKE. 45 million.

Dii
Senator MONDALE And we sPend $5.7 million in the National' Cen-

ter for Educational Statistics to:find Out what' is happening. That is
all. `' '

Apparently your studies caUsed 'you-to conclUde'that the:se statistics
we gather are either collected in a way=7-Lor disseininated in a way.=
that they are largely useless ,t,b public policy bodies ; whether it is to
the executive branch or the political leaders of the COngreSs. It is ma-
terial which is very, -very, difficult to use.

Mr. BERME. That is the' result 'of 'our.. interviews and our question-
naires, Senator.

i
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Senator MONDALE. One of the questions this committee has been
struggling with is: What makes a difference in schools ? I gather when
the Office of Education was created in 1867 they were supposed to
keep data on that, were they not ? They were supposed to be develop-

iing nformation to help answer that question. We have not been able
to .find out, after 2 years of hearings, what makes a difference. We have
some gruesses but that is all.

Is this because no one really knows ? Or is the knowledge buried
somewhere, but not getting out ? If we do not know what works, -What
crood is a data system ? ,

Mr: 13E1ncE. Senator, I would reply to that a number of ways I think.
In terms of effective cost-benefit studies in education, I do not know
of any that are very convincing, and I think the other two witnesses
ought to reply to this as well. .; ,

I think part of the problem is that the analytical tools have not
been applied or have nou been sharpened sufficiently to give us nthose
answers. I think there is a shortage in the research as well as in- the
available data. However, I would say that what has :contributed to
this problem has been a lack of attention to it over the years.

I think if U.S. Commissioners of Educationhad been able to imple-
ment within the Office a concern for problems of this kind we could
have been and would have been much further ahead. Maybe Dr.
Keppel will want to comment on this. I am not sure if the problem
has been in the willingness and the desire of the top levels of the
Office to develop useful data like that or that somewhere in the filter-
ing mechanism of .the. bureaucracy it gets lost, but most of, the data
that we see does not permit you to answer' a question like that, which
would, seem to be the most obvious question that people would ask
when it comes to schools. -

Dr. KEPPEL. Well, I do not disagree with Mr. Berke, Senator,.as to
what he said. I will add to it if I may. It is worth recalling.that *hen
the Office was established in 1867 the CommiSsioner Was provided With
two Clerks in the beginningand the next :year one was droPped.
Therefore, what he had as the basis for his report=which, bY 'the way,
in thoge days were rather well-written essays and I' do, not think we
haVe'improved on the'style since thenWas clearly a, personal kind of
feeA for the situation. ,

the intervening period; up 'until I Would guess in the Mid-1960's
or lute 1950's, the fact' Of !the matter" *that, the-,Federal GoVernment
really aid not have' much -Of anything AO' sa about' -What WaS' going
to happen in the schools. Even now, it is hard to have a, strong in-
fluence without more than or 8-percent' Of - the dollars ,involved.

, The problem- was: Did the,Office of Education have the leverage to
get the facts.; even 'the raw 'facts, in time 'and in the', fOrin ont of the
.States and the: answer 'wãs. 'No,'? to Ptit rit,:blUntly., We ji:i.sf did' not
have an effective connectiOn with' the Stateg and I. cannot, saY that T
blame the States, becaugethey were runntig the shOw.
. As a resultpf the Elenientary, and Secondark,EduCatiOn .Act;'Title
V";, with ,Federal funds:gob*, in fOr technieal sUpport; fOr. the States
in this area;I giiess there has been an #aprOveinent. But I' also judge
it is Very s'potty. ThaVis, the 'qualitY Of. data that comes' varies from .

State-to-State; which clearly makes the task of analysis at a' national
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level infinitely more difficult because some of the data may be fairly
hard and some fairly soft, so we have to be careful about what we
say.

DATA ON LEARNING FINANCIAL INPUT RELATIONSHIP

Of course, the key question of what you should ask of the educators,
not just the Office of Education but the educational profession, is :
Is learning data really related financially to input, and is there an
effective relationship between those two ?

As Mr. Berke has pointed out, we do not have a way of looking at
that question as yet, and the educatoFs are understandably hesitant to
get too deep into it when they have a feeling that it would make the
headline of the local newspaper. Reports might be made on the basis
of some indexor whatever, you want to call it--which would prob-
ably be unfair to them.

In short, before educators can answer your question, Senator, a lot
of hard research and development through the National Institute of
Educationor whatever body Congress creates-has got to be done
before public policy can rest entirely on the basis of analysis of the
input/output of the schools. It should be started through R. & D. and
I am optimistic about it, but I do not.think we are yet able to write
legislation based on formula of that type.

When the Elementary and Secondary Education Bill was going
through the Congress, the late Senator Robert Kennedy asked. the
Commissioner at the time about the definition of an educationall3r de-
prived child, and the answer indicated that the Only way we could get
at a definition that was workable from the point of view of congres-sional action was family income. That was the way, as you recall,
which the formula was written. Senator Kennedy said, and I am quot-
ing now :

I don't know if it would be possible to work out a stricter definition, but Ithink it would be of help to the committee.
Lord knows, he was right but the 'witness had to say we could not

do it. I would have to say the same thing today-7except that the reac-tion of the profession to this kind of analysis is changing fast, andthe hope of the National Institute Of Education which might be pro-vided, have the means to move toward a "stricter" definition.
Senator MoNTDALE. Dr. Keppel, what dor you think of the Berke-

Goettel recommendations in terms of trying to do a better job of col-
lecting, analyzing,.editing, and evaluating the ,data ,

COORDINATION AMONG GOITERNMEINTT AGENCIES

Dr. SEPPEL. I would agree with them, sir. Developing effective
relationships between Government bureaucracies is a task at which I
did not succeed and I do nOt think anybody does' reallY. But bettercoordination is possible and I am a little distressed, to tell you thetruth, that it has not happened more.

It is not that I disagree with thelse gentlemen, Senator4 it is ratherI would like to add something, if I may, but I do not know if itfalls within the terms of reference of your committee. If it does not,I apologize.
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Senator MONDALE. Since we do not have any power, they give us
free rein; if we had power, we probably would not be able to listen.

Dr. KEPPEL. I feel quite at home, sir. Their set of recomthendations
understandably is aimed at the Federal Government basically. Every
one of these refers to what the Federal Establishment mi,ght do.

I think the real job has to be done inside the States. Might it be
possible for the committee to reviseand this might be a fairly specific
possibility, although I cannot pretend to be competent on the detail
of itTitle V of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in
such a way as to requirenot financea different method of State
collection of data, including data on individual schools ? If that would
be possible, I would urge it, because we are now at the stage where
we were not 5 or 10 years ago. There is now a basis for the States
being able to do it, and I believe a desire to do more of this.

In short, my comment is not that there is anything wrong with
these recommendations; but I would not hesitate to say that the
Federal interest in education is now sufficiently raised to justify taking
the step that I have just recommended.

Senator MONDALE. What would you think of that recommendation?

IMPORTANCE OF SCHOOL-BY-SCHOOL DATA

Mr. BERKE. Our work to date suggests that much of the progress in
improving State data systems has come about because of Federal
programs, and so I would see this as a useful rOute. I would agree.
I would also agreeand I am sorr-y it did not I appear in our state-
mentit was one of those lapses th.at we all havethat we did not
emphasize school-by-school data, as Dr. Keppel has. I think this is
important.

As I have said in other places, and it is in the statement on infor-
mation gaps that you already havethis is where the incidence of
educational programs is, in the schools, and even in the classrooms,
and so until we have data on that as opposed to things like school
districts which are, amoriihous, we are not really looldng at the state
and, the condition of education in America.

Senator MONDALE. The data is not broken down by schools, is it?
Mr. BERKE. No, sir.
Dr. KEPPEL. May I. interrupt for just a minute ?
Senator MONDALE. Yes. . .Dr. KEPPEL. You might be interested in some data that I saw in

Detroit which the supermtendent pulled together with regard to costs,
salaries, maintenance costs, equipment and so forth, and learning re-
sults 'of third grade and sixth'grade; I believe, done school by sChbol
in the city of 'Detroit. This has actually been done and it might be a
useful addition to the comiiiitteels facts: I will try ito'get this.

Senator MONDALE. We have a draft of those with our data.
Mr. BEnic.E. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Goettel directed a'study recently for

us in Syracuse in which we went into three 'rather large sChool dis-
trictsSyracuse, Rochester, and one of the 'decentralized districts in
New-York Cityand tackled precisely-that problem of getting school-
by-school data. I think it would be useful to the committee if he were
permitted to comment on that study.
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Dr. GOETTEL. Senator, I want to start out by disagreeing just a bit
with my colleagues, disagreeing but also saying that I think school-
by-school data is critical in terms of achievement levels and in terms of
whatever we can do on an input/output relationship to try to find
out what is happening in schools.

REQUIREMENT POR ScHooL-riv-ScHoor... DATA

My concern though, focuses on who should have that information.
There is no doubt in my mind that the school districtsin fact, I
might go as far as saying that States should require school districts
to publish such data for their citizens. Very, very few Stateswell,
no States require that of districts now and very few districts, at least
outside of the large urban areas, do that sort of thing.

The question is : Why do we need school-by-school data at the level
of the Federal Government ? In other words, what kind of information
do we need ? What kind of policy question recluires us to collect that
kind of information ? If there is a question to be answered, is it a qUes-
tion that needs to be answered regularly ; that is, every' .year, every
other year, every 5 years ; or is it a question that should be answered
by some researchers in the National Institute of Education on a one-
shot basis ? .

I do not want to suggest answers to those questions right now, but I
think we need to begin asking those questions before we require States
to start supplying the Federal Government with data about individual
schools, because I can assure you that this is one area that the States
are very, very reluctant to make a request to local school districts
about ; and frankly, I think I have some sympathy with the States
on that score.

The attitude out in the States is that the higher up we go from school
district. to State to Federal Government, the greater aggregation of
data should occur. Of course, now what we-are talking about is a need
for some very specific disaggregations of data and k)efore we °make
that kind of request and particularly build it into something like
Title V, I think we have to know exactly why ,we want to burden the
States and all the school districts with that. ;

Dr. ICEPPEL. I did not intend to suggest that information on individ-
ual school districts should be sent to Washington. That building down
there is not big enough ta handle it. My intenf in talking about Title
V was rather .to suggest something like a' requirenient that if the
States are going to get this Title V-money, they have tO
the Statesdown to the school district levelevery 2 !or 3 years,
data on inpUt and output2i but` not to send it to Washington.

The aggregate, larger kind of data that you have to deal with could
be handled in a, different way:.In my: Pinnt of view, the, national as-
sessment program is . entirely right in using, a sample;,- in 'no sense
broken down by school or school district. This was'the purpose to pro-
vide the Congress of the United States with a general sweep of re-
sults and a sense of direction.

Senator; MoNDALE. I know Michigan has : a system 'of testing 'for
4th and 7th grades. We had hearings* On the ,Michigan school system

; . ; . _

*See Parts 19A. hearing of Nov- 1, 1971, and 19A-1 staff charts on Idichigan'sEducational Assessment Program.
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dealing with desegregationwhat works and what does not work. We
found that the best data was the school-by-school data and that had
not been released publicly. I do not think they are afraid of us, but
I think they are reluctant to release that information to the public_
Could that be right ?

DATA SHOULD BE PUBLISHED PUBLICLY

Dr. KEPPEL. I am sorry, sir, I have made -up my mind on this one.
I think the school-by-school data must be released publiclyas a mat-
ter of public policy. Otherwise, I do not know how we -would main-
tain the active interest in the schools,which we need.

Senator MONDALE. I think this commentarY has been very useful.
We had a witness from California who said, 'We really ought to go
into a school and break it down classroom by classroom becaUse," he
said, "in even some 'of the worst 'ghetto schools you will have a track-
ing; system, with some children in a good class, just booming along and
doing exceedingly well. But; if you look at the school's overall 'sta-
tistics it is abominable ; however, there are some people . doing very
well in these schools." '

The question is : HoW can we improve that ? Should we have quality
integration within a school ? That is a good question.

Dr_ KEPPEL. The question is right, I believe. I have Seen them my-
self and so have you, when you just see light and life in the classroom
which is across the hall, from one that' is dark and dead, I tend to
think the school is just a practical unit of measure. It gets 'to' be a fan7
tastic job, also, but also for a pretty cold-blooded management reason ;
you have got to put the finger on somebody, Senator. I think it'should
be the 'principal, the manageinent. That is the point at which judg-
ments can be made, and if the fellow after 4 or 5 years is nOt doing
very well, 'out he goes. : . ;

Mr. BERKE. Senator, I wouldi like to comment on that, if I might.
I think people from California might:eVen take it 'further and take it
right down to the individual Child if they could.. :

I think, as researchers we probably hi'Ve an obligation 'to -Eittempt
to refine the tool§ of information-,to carry it right .to the classroom
and perhapS the individual student; .but I *Ould agree! entirely ,with
Dr.' ICeppel, and I think '1 speakIforiny Colleague as well- becanse
this-is something we haVe discussed.rnany times; that the School is an
appropriate leVel of aggregation: It is'an'apPropriates level, analyzing
data for a number of reasons and I 'agree with bOth' of Dr: Keppel'spoints. , - - . "

ACCOUNTABILITY RESTS WITH PRINCIPAL"

I would add that research suggests that school' principals are highly
influential people in what happens in, theire schOols and I. think put-
ting the finger on .that individual is a yery ;useful "iir,ay'..t6;46 it, be-
cause principal§: do make 'a' digerence in everything--==they inspire
their ',staff or theY', dO rnOt, inspire their: staff= --and- this- is 'one :iv.ay* to
place publiC. attention' ,on, 'that: }r

Senator MONDALE. Tlow do yoà fire a prineipal?
Dr. SEPpEr...' It's a difficult job.
Senator MONDALE .You'mean it has been done?
-Dr. ICEPPEL. YeS, it has been done.

.
,



Dr. GoETTEL. What it amounts to, in dynamic school districts where
you are getting dynamic leadership at the central office level, there
are a number of very creative ways to get rid of principals. There
may be problems in terms of tenure laws, but there is nothing at all
that prohibits transferring a principal from one location to another
in most school districts. ,

Senator MONDALE. A lot of them get promoted to the central, staff
where they run . a larger section of the schools.

Dr. KEPPEL. That certainly has happened and I am not sure that
it has not sometimes been in the interest 'Of the public on relative
allocation of resources.

One of the problems here is that the principals do not have the
very information that we are talking about inside the big. city sys-
tems. I have tried to look at that in two cities. This Detroit data is
relatively rare, with the result,that the man. does not really have the
management tools in his hands very. often. . .

One clear indication of. this is that the tenure . for administrators in
the public school systems is nonsenSe. It does not make .any sense to
meyet there are situations in which they have tenure.

Senator MONDALE. III our hearings .in San-. Francisco the superin-
tendent testified that when he :.;arrived ; at .. what he called . the
"Pentagon"the big headquarters ,of the, San. Francisco school sys-
temat the first meeting he said : "I am going to send most of you back
out to the schools. I cannot imagine,what I will-do with all of you here,
and you are all going to g;o back and teach.7 Then,' believe, there was a'
big protest meeting. In San Francisco, there; are, legal protections of
some kind right,lup to 'the top, but apparently the voters of San
Francisco voted out that tenure protection and some are going to have
to start teaching again. , . -2

It seems thatin addition to trying to get adequate ,budgets, data,
data 'collection, processing, and an .adequate in-houSe sort of editorial
analysis process=we are going, to :need smile sort -of, Concentration
process with the result: That-, is -.What I- ihink lis -unique' about the
Council of Economic Advisors_ and Joint Economic ,,Cominittee 'and
Why it has succeeded where ,everyone else haS failed.; By 'mistake -they
set up an institution with tension -in it, an institutiOn. that, -has', high
credibility, so the.top professionalSAre,willing to spend part of:their,

careers there, Nyth a tremendouS publid.;involvementthat',is, ,thp an-
nual: report, the monthly reports, -the 5Joint Econoniic' Conimittee-,
and then the tension. between the executive, and the,CongreSs with the
ldnd of policy-related questions always being .asked and the pressure
for data that is usable policy..

Cbirri'cIL OF SOCIAL' ADVISORS .

. ,^,i'
For some years noW,I have introduced a .prOposal fOr.a.Council Of

Social AdvisOrs tO deal With, human...problems like the Council of
Economie AdvisOrs It . pasSect-the,'SenatelaSt year and. 'died a pre-
dictable death in'the House; We will try it again this' year. -BUt if such
an institution were established it mou d seem one Of its key. queStions
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every year should demand that there be a report on educational
achievement. There should be data required to be gathered and re-
ported on what someone called the "hot facts7' of what works and
what does not work. Then that data would be in the social report and
I think you could expect the Congress would continue to ask the right
questionsbecause, really, the little simple phrase that the Congress
asked in 1867 is what we should have been working on. There have
been hundreds of millions of dollars worth of data collected on all
other matters which do not mean anything. What really counts, when
it turns to Congress, is what works and how can we make it work
better. I believe we .have not been asking the rig;ht questions in the
public census ; and, in a sense, when the 13ublic asks the questions they
are turned of; or denied, or dissembled. I believe one of the things
we could do to restore confidence to public education is to insist th.at
the right questions be asked and answered in a way that is understood
by the layman.

I think your proposals here make a lot of sense. Nonetheless, I
still think with the ones which Dr. Berke and Dr. Goettel made , you
could still have a lot of in-house data and treatment of these questions.

Mr. BERKE. SenatOr, our third recomMendation was intended to get
at that We ,decided not to use the device of the.Council of SoCial Ad--
visors only becauSe it had been around a while and we ,Wanted to put
another element into the discussionz so we talked abOut some a ency
that was part priVate, only tangentially associated With the 0 ce of
Education, or IIEW or any of the Other existing agencieS. .

We agree wholeheartedly _with the need for this 'sort of activity,
that you ,simply cannot expect it to come out of a body like the Offie.--;

of Education for many Of the reasons that Dr. Keppel talked about;
the constituenCy is very, much the chief State- school' officers. They
simply, for budgetary purposes acann be expected- to'Make the really
controversial statements. They do not hive the prestige to attract at
the middle levels the kind a people' that you are referring to who
can ask the qUestions ancl use the analytical techniques to get the an-
swers to thOse questions that another agency 'could.. So I. dgree with
the need for that.

We happened to select a different device but we are not wedded to it
by any means. The Council of SoCial Advisors would be an ideal
approach.

APPROACH EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES JOINTLY

Dr. KEPPEL. May I comment on that, Senator ? I happen, to .be an
enthusiast for the concePtion of the Council of Social Advisors and
have testified in favor of. it. It iS notisolely the general idea that you
are putting, forth, but 'Speaking specifically and particularly from the
educational point 'of. view; Ithink it_ Woul d- be :wide to have education
included as a part of alarger confrontation,type of apprOach that you
have' in mind, included -with other, ancliarger social' issue's. .

If anyaling' is clear, it is:that'the Schools' do liaVe limited capacity
to achieve equal educational' opportunity. They 'have 'to be thought
of in terms of other social pOlicies. Therefore, to include education in

-
;

:
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the larger framework would be greatly
ito

the benefit of future edu-cational progress. I presume you have n mind a kind of joint con-0-ressional review structure.
Senator MONDALE. We would have a President's Council of SocialAdvisors with a requirement to develop social data to disseminate in

an annual social report, then a joint social committee to react to it.Dr. KEPPEL. I can say this with a cheerful point of view since I amnot in office any more. I do not know whether those in office now wouldagree but the fact was, as Commissioner of Education, in going to Con-°Tess I was always crocng up on specifics either with reo-ar:1 to neW leg-islation or with regard to getting existing programs funded. That wasthe nature of the relationshiP between the Executive Branch and the
Congressthe two committees of the Senate and the House, on gettinglegislation through, and the appropriations.

The result was with the few exceptions suCh as the one I quotedfrom the late Senator Kennedy, that the kinds of questions, to whichyou refer were not asked. It certainly was not the fault of the indi-vidual Members of the Congress at all because the witness Came before
them on a specific issue.

It would have been immensely beneficial if there had been a jointsocial committee.
.

Senator MONDALE. The real problem here is, that the Congress, hasgiven up on educators. It really does not think they, know what they
are doing, or ,know how to do it,, or are. capable Of dOing it. It does
not expect real answers from educators. It lust thinks .the thing is a
big flop, and does not know what.to do about it. . ,

You began your testimony by saying you think money makes a
difference. Well, ,we ought ,to, know something about that, 'should, wenot? I remember when Mr. Marland, who,was' a good man, came upfor confirmation and I said, "All.,these school systems' are fallingapart and children are :not learning." . Then I asked, ,"What.do you
think works ?" And -he said, ."We ;have studies on: the, way."4I am not being critical' of him, but' he,spent his whole life in thisbusiness and he has rim some of the major school, systems.: However,
this sort of epitomizes this inexcusable mindlessness of 'the lack of a
strategic understanding and, approach to -the central theme iin-Anieri-
can life : Give children a decent education:;,- ,-;

We must move much more swiftly to have a rational and responsibleapproach. I believe the suggestions you made make a great deal of
sense, and I hope we can have some progress:

Dr. KEPPEL. I suppose this is defensive, SenatOr, but I am at theage Where Ican afford that. -; -; .1

INDICATORS OF :SUCCESS
't- ,

One of the problems, as fir as the public Eittibi.cie is concerned:to-
wards the schools, is that there is a general kind of as:gumption that
they are failing.' This ciits,very'deep,into;public thinking, as the' Cole7
man report shows.-J Yet little sniPpets of information point.in exactly
the opposite direction, . . z c

Let me quote from a teport* froni Princeton, a college in, New Jer-
seyI speak as a BEarftfctanan
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Senator MONDALE. A new one.
Dr. KEPPEL. Relatively new. A committee there was studying its

program and they recommended a 3-year B.A. with this quotation:
'Almost all Princeton freshmen while still in secondary school receive
instruction which in the recent past would have been regarded as at
least equivalent to one semester of college work." And Princeton is
seriously thinking of changing its programs and sharpening them up
because the secondary schools from which their students come are do-
ing, evidently, a good deal more academic and scientific work than was
the case even 10 years ago.

This is the kind of fact that gets buried in the general discussion.
I am appalled at how badly we reported to the Conoress, partly be-
cause we did not have this kind of data. If we haehad trend lines
going back 10, 15, 20 years on the extent to which secondary school
students were taught physics, and the increased percentage that do
the calculuS, the improvement in some secondary education would
have been made clearer.

I am defensive, I will grant you that: yet I think the American
primary and secondary school system, and its university system, are
doing a whale of a lot better than the'public now thinks, and it is our
fault for not having made some of these facts clear.

I hasten to say that they are also doing very badly in the rural areas
and in the cities.

How CR-ELDREN LEARN

Dr. GoETTET... Senator, one of the problems is that it is not just ed-
ucators but I think there are a good number of---Lmaybe
°gists would say we just do not know very much about how children
learn, particularly those children who do not come from home envi-
ronments where learning is a major activity all of the time.

I know this is apologizing for educators,_ but the question that we
have been dwelling on for the past 45 minutes or so is :*What works
and what does not workand there are some very critical policy ques-
tions that relate to education, educational management, the delivery
of educational services, school finance, that we can begin to cope with
that will not answer the question of how do children learn but will
work, at least in terms of 4:lata.

STATISTICAL EXPLANATIONS FALL SHORT

As I noted before when we talked about the importance of prin-
cipals, that is one of the problems we have. When you put someone in
who can turn his staff on and start things happening in the school, we_
just do not have any way to quantify that. We can quantify it in terms
of whether or not he ..as a master's degree _or 30 points toward that
thing we place such a high value on in education, a doctorate. We can
quantify it in terms of job experierice. But such data do not really help
us understand why something is happening that we know is goOd. We
know only that it is not occurring.

But to get'back to my other point? I think just as we focused in recent
weeks on the concerns of ftscal equity and intrastate fiscal equitv, this
is one of the areas that we don't have a great deal of information on
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today, and there is a reluctance on the part of the Federal Government
to do something about it.

The National Education Finance Project has done some initial work
in this area, and I think one of the suggestions that we did not want to
address in our comments today but one of the suggestions we think the
U.S. Office of Education should consider in looking at the equity ques-
tion is : Are there ways that they can build in tne kinds of data that the
NEFP has developea simply to look at Serrano type concerns in every
one of the 50 States because we feel that that is an. important concern
for the Federal Government

Senator MONDALE. Does the OE statistical office have a national
advisory committee data approach, and so forth ? Is it a civil service
staff ?

Dr. Gom. Well, they work with a committee from the Chief State
School Officer& I believe there are six State School Officers or their
representatives who are on that committee. In addition they work with
the committee for Education Data Systems, which is comprised of
representatives from the hiformation collection bureaus in each State
department of education. The point is that here they are turning to the
States for this kind of advice and not looking to Federal level policy-
makers.

Senator MONDALE. I must leave to vote. We will adjourn; and thank
you very, very much for your help.

The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Thursday, in
room 1318 of the New Senate Office Building.

(Whereupon, at 11 :20 a.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to
reconvene at 10 a.m., on December 2, 1971, in room 1318 of the New
Senate Office Building.)
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U.S. SENATE
SELEar ComarrrrEE oN

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OppORTUN-rrY
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 9 :50 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1318, of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale, chairman of the committee, presiding.

Present : Senator Mondale. ,

Staff members present : William C. Smith," staff directOr and gen-
eral counsel ; Bert Carp and Donald S. Harris, professional staff;
William Hennigan, minority staff director ; and Leonard Strickman,
minority counsel.

Senator MONDALE. This morning we have with us Dr. Christopher
Jencks, Harvard Graduate School of Education, to testify on the ques-
tion of voucher proposals.

Dr. Jencks, we are glad to have you with us this Morning.
Dr. JENCKS. Glad to be here. I am sorry for any inconvenience caused

by our not communicating yesterday.
Senator MONDALE. I guess we all tried.
Dr. JENoss. My secretary and staff seemed to have fouled things up

badly. I will take that up with them.
Senator MoNDAT.m. Please do.

STATEMENT OF DR. 'CHRISTOPHER S. JENCKS, ASSOCIATE PRO-
FESSOR, HARVARD GRADUATE 'SCHOOL, oF, EDUCATION

,

Dr. JENOKs. I am Christopher Jencke, Associate ,Piofeisor Of Edu-
cation and former Preeident of the Center fOr, the Study, Of Public
Policy, a nonprofit educational 'research coiporation located in Cam-,
bridge, Mass.

In December of.1969 the Center received a grant from the Office of
Economic _OppOrtunity to study' the feasibility of using vo*liers or
grants; to parents, to finance:elementary education: I, would like today
to summarize briefly for your 'conimittee the result's 'of 'qui study'.

BAsis OF VOuOnER PT.&NS '

The basic idea behind all, so.,-called i-voucher, plans is that parents
should have More choice, abont the, schOole :their children:attend. Ad-
vocates of voucher sYstems propOse thatlinetead 'of '; 'aPpioPriating
money direCtly _to sehoola and then assigning stndents-tO these schools,

4, (10971)
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the government should give money directly to parents. Parents wouldthen use the money to pay for the cost of educating their children atthe school of their choice.
Beyond this simple idea, however, there is no consensus among

voucher advocates. There are dozens of different voucher proposals,
and they have very little in common. Anyone who studies the differentplans with care will find that they would have drastically different
effects. Some, for example would increase racial segregation in the
schools, while others would decrease it.

Some would keep parochial schools alive financially, while others
would probably kill therii. Some would encourage educational innova-
tion, while others would heir& perpetuate traditional arrangements.This makes it silly either to favor or to oppose vouchers in general.
One must favor or oppose a particular voucher plan,. The merits of aplan depend on the details, not on the general slogan,

VoucHEns To MAINTAIN' SEGREOATION

There are three general kinds of voucher plans. The first variety isdesigned to maintain racial segregation by -giving parents money to
send their children to segregated private schools. ThiS is the kind of

ivoucher plan that was' developed n the South during the 1950's.'
Voucher plans of this kind have repeatedly been deeltited uncOnsti-'

tutional by the SuPreme Court, and by lower Federal courts: I can see
no reason to anticipate anY change in the Court's attitude on this mat-ter even in light of its changing composition. Nor do 'I laio*, of anyserious effort to launch such a voucher Prograin at the present time.,

Senator MONDALE. Were those State-supported systems the' sehoolsystems in the South which would give a per Capita grant lo a studentwhich could be applied to a. private segregated academy I
Mr. JENCKS. That is the basic idea:. There' are five Stites that adOpted

proposals of that kind a,nd in all -Cases they Were thrown mit bY the
courts. The most recent Supreme Court deeision on -this' Made it clearthat they, would throw out any otherprograrn of this kindowhich didn't
have some kind of safeguards- built in to 'preclude a 'segregated acad,L.
emy receiving publie'moneY. ';

At the present time, I don't knoW of any serioUs effort to launch a.vouchei effort' of this type, the 'kind that'Sutpor6' segregated aoad-emies. That,isn't to say there aren't 'a lot of people, that 'Would like to'3but, as far ai I know; that is net a live isSue in the SoUth-=--nor; as; far, _as I know, in the North. .

NonethelesS, civil "rightS grOriipS rePeatedly, oppOsed" eXPeri-mentation with vouchers on thC'groundS that once the idea' of a:VOucher
system becoMes respeCtable;:spgre will fina: to' turn' itto their own ends. " '5i' ''s

OUCHERS 2.ori oo.

The ;I secOnd e yOUC'her' ky'Stein el'opport paro-chial schools: Thvaerise' are sYs.tel. 'Wh_ieuh` h_ amve ,been intrO. ,uce_dber 'Of 'State legislatUres' !* So th thela,St 'couple . of y-e4r9,
Voucher systems 'of this kind have heiier been reiieWed'bjr the SUpreme
Court. A good argument Can be made for the VieW thatvouchers which
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provide a completely free choice between religious and nonreligious
schools do not violate the first amendment. Nonetheless, the Supreme
Court's recent, decision regarding aid to ixtrochial schools suggests
that the majority. Of, the, Court would probably ,reject this argument.
Those who hope to keep the parochial schools alive by uoing vouchers
are therefore likely to be &isappointed.

VoucHEaS To PROMOTE INNOVATION

The third variety of voucher system is' designed not to maintain
segregated schools or parochial schools but to-promote educational
innovation. The voucher system designed by the Center for the Study
of Public Policy is of this type. This is also the system that has been
nnder ; discussion between the Office of Economic Opportunity and
public school systems aroUnd the country. It has very little in common
with systems whose primary purpose is to maintain segregation or to
maintain the parochial schools.

The reasons for the, differences which I will 'outline in a moment
have to do with the regulations that are imposed on.schools that want
the cash vouchers. Those! regulations Mike it essentially -impoisible
to maintain a segregate& school and: they, are in many- wa3rs incom-
patible with the notions that the parochial schools have about how they
would like to operate. : .

The Center has proposed an education voucher system for elemen-
tary education. The system Would work in the! folloWing Manner ;

'1: An Educational VOUcher Agency -.(EVA)! WOW be estab-
lished to administer the vouchers. Its :governing' 1:iOard% might be
elected or appointed but in either case it ShoUld'bii StrUctured so
as to represent, the communit3r..it served. The EVA might be an
existinglocal' bOtird!!of edUCation4t Or it Might be, an ;agency with
a larger or small geographic jurisdiction if the. voucher: experi-
ment were conducted in a part, 'of a school diStrict di' if the
voucher 'eXperiment -were ; conduated ! seVerili!School districts.
The -EVA , would receive- all Federali. State;:and local.' education
funds , for which !children inIts, area -,were eligible`:;.It; would pay,
this money to: schools 'only: in ,return for.vouchers. In addition,

, it Would pay; tparents for , children's- transportation ; Costs :to the
school of their choice. , .-1; :

isER CAPITA , -PAYME

The effeCt of this LS that, every school's' budget is a function Of the
, P )l

number, of students that it ;in a, straightforward ,way. An
ble school., regardleSS, Of iticharacter, gets:so..nincli :a child., This,
dentallyos one way:to bring aState's,edu.cational finance Scheme into

_thAifpFin4y ; with the, kinds tof requ#enients, that: th0. ',:gPr*fin- decision
SetS IOrTfiiiiineing.i.EVer2f sehoolrgete ;the gin* bu both betWeen
districtii and within districts on iLper, capita;

: 2. {The ,EVA'*O-121'di a3iTh'iair:fto" :-4=t1 Y! in its dis-
trict with ; children of iieleMentarx.-SchOorage.. Ther value' 'of ; the

--!,basic voucher! would,initia uall the , -pup* expenditure o
:the public Schooli in the' aiea. Schbols .whicht,Ook.ehildren. from
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families with below-average incomes would receive additional in-
centive payments. These compensatory payments" might, for
example, make the maximum payment for the poorest child worth
double the basic voucher. In effect the vouchers of low-income
children would be somewhat lower than the average public school
expenditure now.

Senator MONDALE. Have you worked out a figurefor example, in
Massachusettsof what the basic voucher need is ?

Dr. JENCKS. I haven't done it for Massachusetts, but in California
in the districts that we have been working in, it varies quite dramati-
cally from district to district, which, of course, is the basis for the
Serrano decision. In San Francisco, if I recall, the numbers we came
up with were around $1,200 a child ; 60 miles away in Allen ,Itock,
where we have been working, it was only $900 a child.

Senator Mort DALE. What would you add for t-3ompensatory payment ?
Dr. JEisrcic.;. That is a matter which 0E0 has been negotiating with

local districts, and therefore what I say is my opinion and not OEO's
iopinion, but n general they have been talkmg about a figure which

would be half to a third of the basic voucher increment for compen-
satory funds for those people who are eligible. When we pro_posed this

dwe had a notion of a sliding scale which could run up to ouble the
value of the basic voucher for a child who was absolutel3r at rock bot-
tom, but the average compensatory payment would be still something
like one-third of the basic voucher. The sliding scale means that in-
stead of being just in or out, you get an amount more or less propor-
tional to your umbrae.

Senator MONDAI.E. Fine.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATING SCHOOLE3

Dr. "Misrules. Going on with my prepared statement.
3. Now. to become an .4approved, voucher school," which means

in order to cash the vouchers that you receive; a sehool has to
meet ,a set of requirements,. and these iequirements, ire crucial to
the voucher system we, have developed,!and make it quite different
from the -voucher systems that have been discussed in most State
legislatures up to now. The requirements 'are as follows :

a. A school would have to accept each voncher as , full
payment for a child's 'education:: and charge no additional
tuition. That means lrom the parents' point of yiew all schools
in the systeni are free; jnst as public SchOols are' now:

b.' 'A school would' have td accept any applicant so lank aS it
had vacant places.'!i.',

c.' If it had =More applicants than; Pl.aCeS; 'a' 'school would
have' to 'fill at' leak 'half t Of its' plabeS.-wizadarik 6430:ipints
randomly and fill the' --othei- half in' iinch!it way ai'not to dis-
criminate against ethniC-ininOritieS: The net effeceis that; for
instance, a school with . 25=percent' black. Applicants ,will end
,up with 25-percent. blick; students., ,

. d. 1The. sc ool would have to, acce t some mmform-stand-
ards' eStablished by ,the EVA.. regar g suspension and ex-
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pulsion of students. That means you can't_ get around the
requirement that you admit a cross section of the applicants
by letting in Students who aren't very smart and then throw-
ing them out the morning after the applications procedure is
over. Exactly what those procedures would be is a very diffi-
cult question. Our general rule has been that procedures for
expulsion would have to be the same as those of the public
schools, but the question as to just whom the public schools
can expel and whom they can't is in itself very troublesome.
I don't want to make any commitment on that, except all the
schools in the system would have to have the same rules.

e. That participating schools must agree to make a wide
variety of information about its facilities, teachers, program,
and students available to the EVA and to the public..

f. Participating schools would have to maintain accounts of
money received and disbursed in a form that would allow both
parents and, the EVA to determine where the money was
going. Thus a school operated by the lOcal board of educa-
tiona "public" schoolwould have ,to show how much of
the voucher money was actually spent in that school and how
much was going to support the central administratiOn or to
a school down the street. SimilarlY if there were a sehool oper-
ated by a profitmaking corpOration, it Would have to shOw how
much of its income was going to the Stockholders and how
much was actually being spent on education in the school
where the vouchers were 13eing cashed.

g. All schools ' in the system would have'to meet existing
State requirements for priVate schools regarding curriculum,
staffing, and the like. Those vary enormously from State to
State, so that the meaning of that requirement is quite impor-
tant in New York State where there are many requirements

ifor private schools, but is much.lessimportant n a State like
California where there are virtually no requirements for
private schools.

The basic assumption is that whatever rules a, State has established
as the minimum requireinents under which a school meets -the com-
pulsory attendance laws woUld apply to the schobls of this system.

4. The EVA could also set other requirements for schools wis -
ing to cash vouchers: The aim of the voucher 'system' is, however,
to keep these requirements to' a ininimuin: This As 'usnidly the
case with' respect' to existing, State reqUirementS for private
schools. If the EVA begins to establish elabor'ate ,iuleS regarding
the structure. of 'governing boirds, the subjectS taught,' the 'quail-
fications of the teachers,' and sa -forth,1 the' net_ result could Ibe' to
stifle innovation.`and narroW 'choke rather; thin:- to imProve the
situation. ''

5. 'Just as'at present,the lOcal hoird of echicationwhich might
or might notibe'the,EVA=wOuld be responsible for' insuring that
there Were etiOugh Places in publicly managed Schools td aeCommo-

, date 'every elementarY school-kge child "who 'did 'not 'Want to 'at-
tend a privatelY managed school. No child would have to go to a
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privately operated school. If a shortage of places developed for
some reason, the board of education would have to open new
schools or create more places in existing schools. Alternatively,
it might find ways to encourage iarivately managed schools to
expand, presumably by getting the EVA to raise the value of
the voucher.

ENROLTACPNT PROCEDURES IN VOUCHER SCHOOLS

6. Every spring, each family would submit to the EVA the
name of the school to which it wanted to send each of its ele-
mentary school-age children the following fall. Any child already
enrolled in a voucher school would be guaranteed a place, as would
any sibling of a child enrolled in a voucher school. So long as it
had room, a voucher school would be required to admit all students
who listed it as a first choice. If it had more applicants than
places, a school could select among applicants for up to one-half
of its places. It could not, however, ,select I these applicants in
such a way as to discriminate against, racial minorities. It would
then have to fill its remaining places by a lottery among the re-
maining applicants. All schools with unfilled places would report
these to the EVA. All families whose children had not been ad-
mitted to their first-choice school would then Choose an alterna-
tive school which still had vacancies. Vacancies would then be
filled in the same manner as in the first round. This procedure
would continue until every- child had been admitted to a school.

7. Having enrolled their children in a school, parents would
give their vouchers to the school. The school would send the vouch-
ers to the EVA, and if the school met the requirements established
by the EVA, it would receive a check for the value of the youchers.

FALLACY OF. PUBLIC/PRIPATE, DISTINCT/ON

If established, a system of this' kind would blur the traditional dis-
tinction between "public" and "private" schbols: In' 'iny view, this
would probably be a good thing,, since the -traditional distinction is in
some ways misleading.' r

Indeed; a' Lit of our- thinkingiabOutthe 'voucher Efysteni is based on "an
attempt to' rethink , the Auestion; of, where ithe. line, between .publie and
priyate should be, drawn,, and I what. it; makes, SenSe (to ,think about as
public schoas Or, private schoolii. ;

SinCe' the 19thIcentury, *spzi 'have; classified schools: and c011eges as
"public".if they were oWned and ofieratedtby a governinental:body. We
go ;right, on calling colleges r"piiblic,7 even,whenithey,charge ;tuition
that many PeOple cannot afford. ;We also :call ;academically, jeiClusive
high schools. `public ". even Af, they; have adinissionsirequirements that
o y a handful of stUdentS can meet.W.e.calrneighborhood elementary
sChools "pub1ic,71despite the fact' that!people:from p:intside the; neigh-
bOrhoOd cannot attend,them, ,and cannokruovednio..the,neighborhood
nniesS they lia-ve, A Whiie .6kin and 'iticlown payment, for. a, $30,000:home,
or, bOth. A.nd -we .call*hOle-SchOol sy4ems gfpublie 'eVen, though ,they
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refuse to give anyone information ,about what they are doing, how
well they are doing it, and whether children are getting the education
their parents want. Conversely, we have always called schools "pri-
vate" if they were owned and operathd by private organizations. We
have gone on calling these schools "private, ' even when, as sometimes
happens, they are open to evsry applicant on a nondiscriminatory
basis, charge no tuition, and make whatever information they have
about themselves available to anyone who asks.

Definitions of this kind conceal as much as they reveal. They clas-
sify schools entirely in terms of who runs them, not how they are run.
If we want to describe what is really going on in education, there is
much to be said for reversing this emphasis. We would then call a
school "public" if it were open to everyone on a nondiscriminatory
basis, if it charged no tuition, and if it provided full information about
itself to anyone interested. Conversely, we would call any school "pri-
vate" if it excluded applicants in a discriminatory way, charged tui-
tion, or withheld information about itself. Admittedly, the question of
who governs a school cannot be ignored entirely NA-len categorizing
the school, but it seems considerably less important than the question
of how the school is governed.

REGULATORY SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

Adopting this revised vocabulary, the Center proposed a regulatory
system with two underlying principles :

1. No public movey should be used to support private" schools,
in our sense of the word private.

2. Any group that operates a "public" school should be eligible
for public subsidies.

What benefits might result from such a system of educational fi-
nance 1 I have spent several years sorting through the welter of claims
made for vouchers. My main conclusion is most of the claims are silly.

There are two things which I think a voucher system should be
expected to do.

1. New kinds of schools could be established, new kinds of
people could be drawn into teaching, and new ideas 'conld be tried
out, with far less difficulty than under the existing system Of edu-
cational finance. If a'group of public schoolteachers wanted to do
things differently, for examPle; and if the school administration
were unwilling 'or unable to support their efforts, they could' es-
tablish their own schoolsubject only to;the requirement that they
persuade some Parents that their school ,thade sense and that they
enroll enough students to' balance their bOoka.. This possibility has,
of course, alwaYs exieted for teachers Who Were willing and able
to Cater entirely, to children- whose Parents Could; afford to pay.
tuition. But,. Under' a 'Voneher system, ;innovators Could: 'recruit
students 'from all 'economic' &oupi ;instead of juat the, children
of the rich. While we 'expect that teachers 'Would be the primary
instigators of, new `Schools,-we also' 'anticipiite "Some schools Spon-
sored.by parents; (ConimUnitY grouPs; business ,corPorations; and
perhaps even local public school Systems.'
7Q-479-72-pt. 22-3
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2. This last possibility highlights the second potential benefit
of a voucher system. A_ voucher system is not just a device for
supportMg innovative schools "outside" the public system. It is
also a device for supporting new khids of schools "inside" the
public system.

Traditioimlly, public schools have had a very hard time developing
unusual programs, because attendance at the neighboi-hood public
school was virtually compulsory for everyone living in a neighbor-
hood. Here I am talking about elementary schools. This meant -that
public schools could not do anything that would be really unpopular
with large numbers of parents. Almost everything new falls into that
category, so public schools have tended to avoid trouble lpy offering
children mostly the same kind of schooling their parents had. This is
inevitable in institutions which must 'serve a very diverse clientele on
an involuntary basis: But there is no reason why public school sys-
tems should not be able to establish, innovative and experimental pro-
grams on a voluntary basis for those who want them. If some people
want a Montessorri school, and others do not, a public school system
should be able to Satisfy both 'groups by establishing both kinds of
schools, instead of having to engage in a protracted squabble about
whether to have only one or the other. The same thing applies to open
classrooms and to mant other potentially controversial programs.
Once parents have a choice about where they send their children, the
public schools can set up all kinds of alternatives on 'a take-it-or-leave-
it basis.

OBXECTIONS TO VOUCHER STSTE3r.

There are some problems nonetheless. One common objection to a
voucher systern of this kind is that many jparents are too ignorant to
make intellio-ent choices among schools. Giving parentS a ChoiCe will,
according tcithis argument, ;simply set'in'inotion,an educational equiv.-
alent of G-resha,m's Law, in which hucksterism and MediOcre,schooling
will drive out high quality institutions: This arguinent seems especially
plausible to those -who envisatre the entry of large numbers of, profit-
oriented firms into the educational marketplace. The argnmerittis not,
however, supported, by, much= evidence_ Existing ,private .sphopls are
sometimes mere diploma mills,: bUt on the average their, claimS ,about
themselves seem ho more misleading, and: the, quality of the-SeriTicesthey offer,.no.lower, than in the publi-c schoolS. And ,wliild Some Private
schools are, run by, hucksterS :intereeted onlk profit;-thiS,i.S, the ex-
ception rather than the rule. There 'is no, obViouS .reason,touppose
that vouchers would ehange all this.:

A second common objection to:vouchers is that they would "destroy
the public schools." Ag;ain:,.this seerias far-fetched. :If yob. look 'at the
educational choices made -bY, wealthY parentth ,WhO' Can already' afford
whatever schoolingthey-want for their children, yon finditliat,thoSt still
prefer ;their local public sehoois if tliee, 'are at ;all adequate. Further:.
more most of those who: no*-leave the pUblic sYstern do so iii:sorder tb
attend high-Cost,:exchiSiire private Sehoors.

. While some wealthyi;parents:WOUld,doubtleSs .cOntinue.to, atromze
such schools, they, Ny' o receive ;no, Subsidy ;Under, the prp sys-
tem, bee thiS' Point .shOUld emph a si ; these
priVate schools either speria, fa-1-'11.16re Money: than, the pübliá Sehools
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or have an admission system which is in no sense nondiscriminatory.
In our conversations, these schools show very little interest in partici-
pating in a voucher system that would require them to change. So a
voucher system really is completely irrelevant as far as this tiny hand-
ful of exclusive private schools is concerned.

Nonetheless, if you call every school "public" that is ultimately re-
sponsible to a public board of education, then there is little doubt that
a voucher system would result in some shrinkage of the "public" sector
and some growth of the "private" sector. If, On the other hand, you
confine the label "public" to schools which are equally open to everyone
within commuting distance, you discover that the so-called public
sector includes relatively few genuinely public schools. Instead,
racially exclusive suburbs and economically exclusive neighborhoods
serve to ration access to good "public" schools in precisely the same
way that admissions committees and tuition charges ration access to
aood "private" schools.

If you beghi to look at the distinction between public and private. . .schooling in these terms, emphasizing accessibility rather than control,
you are likely to conclude that a voucher system far from destroying
the public sector, would greatly expand it, since it would force large
numbers of schools, public and private, to open their doors to out-
siders if they wanted to get public funds.

A third objection to vouchers is that they would be available to
children attending Catholic schools. This 'is not, of course, a necessary
feature of a voucher system. The courts, a State legislature, or a local
EVA could easily restrict participation to nonsectarian schools. In-
deed, some State constitutions clearly require that this be done.

0E0 in its negotiations with a number of States and school dis;
tricts has indicated its willingness to go along with whatever ar-
rangements with Catholic schools the State .wanted to make. In some
States the constitution is quite explicit that no State ,and local funds
may go to Catholic schools. 0E0 has taken the position that the Fed-
eral Government would abide by the State law.

The Federal constitution may also require such a restriction, but
neither the language of the first amendment nor the legal precedent
is clear on this issue. Until the Supreme Court rules, this issue must 136
resolved on political grounds., '

If I may make a small addendum, it is my personal conviction that
CatholiO schools should be allowed ,to participate in this kind of a
system, but it is not an integral feature of the kind of program we
have been discussing. Neither 0E0 nor the Center has any firm posi-

,tion on the matter.
FFECT 011 Vo-o-ciimis ON: SEORiGATION

A fourth objection to vouchersand I think this is the one which
this committee and other , people are probably the most , concerned
aboutis that they wouldpromote_,-or at least maintain, segregation.
This fear may seem surprising in light of the rules described above.
The rules insure that au student 'has the same' chance as, any other
of attending any school in his district that appeals to his parents. No
longer would blacks be forced to attend 'all-black schools simply be-
cause they lived in all-black neighborhoods...If blacks apply to aood
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schools outside their neighborhoods, they must be admitted in exact
proportion to the percentage that apply. On the other hand, the regula-
tions do not force students to attend a school simply because some
judge

'
legislator, or school administrator has decided that that is the

right kind of school for the child. Blacks would not be required to
apply to predominantly white schools. They would simply be guar-
anteed the right to attend them if they wanted to do so.

If you believe that blacks would not want to attend predominantly
white schools, and if you also believe that they should be made to
attend such schools whether they want to or not, then you should Op-
pose this experiment. This is not a compulsory busing scheme, and it
will not produce those results.

Some opponents of vouchers agree that a system with the regulations
described above would not create more segregation and might in fact
create less than the present system. But they fear that the regulations
would be altered or ignored by State and local authorities. This is a
reasonable fear. Certainly all our experience with Federal regulations
suggests this is something to worry about. But we can see no more
reason to suppose that a regulated voucher system would be perverted
to racist ends than that the sxisting system of neighborhood public
schools will be used for racist ends. If a local school board or EVA
wants to maintain segregation, and if the Federal Government is not
prepared to blow the whistle, segregation can be maintained without
vouchers as easily as with them. If either the local school board or the
Federal Government is committed to preventing discrimination, they
can do so at least as easily in a regulated voucher system as in a tradi-
tional public school system.

My conclusion is that the issue with-respect to segregation is a matter
of political will, and if the will exists you can deal with the segregation
problem with a voucher system or without a voucher system. If the
will doesn't exist you are out of luck.

DEMONSTRATION PROXECTS

Finally, I should say that I am not here to offer an endorsement of
the voucher system I have describe& I helped develop the proposal,
but for that very reason I am acutely conscious of the many uncer-
taintiea involved. I would be appalled if Congress or a State legislatUre
were to consider imposing a voucher system across the board. What I
would like to see, and what 0E0 has been considering, is a limited
number of demonstration projects in communities that are interested
in trying out the idea. If such demonstrations take place, they will
allow everyone to judge for themselves winther a voucher system is as
good as its advocates claim, as bad as its critics claim, or simply an-
other in the long.series of proposals that turned out not to make any
difference one way or the other. Without a demonstration, discussions
of vouchers will continue to be mostly rhetoric.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very muchtDr. Jencks. What is the
state of the 0E0 effort; how much.money is involved; how many corn-
munities are exPerimenting with voucher systems; and, what magni-
tude of fmancial or community involveinent ishoped for ?

Dr. JENCKS.- Money committed so far has been a series 'of grants
to the Center for the 'Study of Piiblic Policy -which have totaled
about $0.5 million, first to develop the plan, then to get a lot of people
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involved who were interested in providino-
l'

technical assistance to com-
munities, advice to interested State legislators, and so on, plus a series
of plannino- grants to specific school districts. There are presently
three such planning grants, and there are several more under
negotiation.

In addition there was a planning grant made to Gary, Ind., which
conducted a preliminary study of the subject and then decided not
to participate in a voucher demonstration project at this time. This
was largely because the superintendent felt that the political situation
in Gary was too delicate, and that there were too many other problems
to take on something so controversial at thiS time.

The three planning grants which have gone a step further are in
Allen Rock elementary school district, which is part of San Jose, in
San Francisco, and in Seattle. 0E0 is now considering several other
planning grant applications from other districts.-

Those planning grants have a two stage process. The initial grant
is usually for some sum between about $20,000 and $50,000 for a pre-
liminary feasibility study in the district, and then more substantial
sums on the order of $100,000, to develop a full scale scheme for
what the city might do if it wanted a voucher demonstration project.

I don't know the exact amount of money that has been committed
overall by 0E0 but as a rough guess I would say it is between three
quarters of a million and a million dollars over the last 21/2 years.

If the thing goes forwardand it is not at the moment clear that
any school district has met all the requirements for going forward.
including the requirement that it wants to go forwardthe order
of magnitude of money would be a couple of million dollars a year of
0E0 money, plus anywhere from five to 10 times that amount from
State and local funds already available hi the district That is, a
couple of million dollars of 0E0 money would go to education, and
probably another million dollars of OE0 money, would go for evalu-
ation, research and technical assistance that goes with a demonstration
project

The total 0E0 commitment depends, of course on the number of
sites which are actually involved. If we are talking about, let's say,
$2 or $3 million a year a site for two sites you get a number on the
order of $5 million a year. If you: get many more sites, which' Would
be much more desirable in terms of learning something; the sum of
money would be larger.

TATE LEGISLATION

At the moment howe,'7er, there is no school district that is firmly
committed to going ahead with the demonstration project. Now that
is a long and complicated story. A demonstration. project requires
that a whole series of things be done. In most ,States it requires that
there be enabling legislation passed' by; the State legislature: At this
point, no State legislature has passed such legislation.

Senator MdiMALE ',Has it been 'tried/ r
Dr. 'JENCKS. The only State Where there has been fa :serious.,effort

to pass such legiSlation is' California. The 1ill in California' was de-
feated by a.one-votelmargin hi, the Senate Finance'CoMmittee: It was
passed by the assembly and passed ont'-by the Education, Comniittee,

I
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and then defeated in the Finance Committee by one vote about 2
weeks ago. Presumably if the two districts that are interested in par-
ticipating, Allen Rock and San Francisco, decide they do want to go
forward, there will be another attempt to pass enabling legislation
next year, but that is dead for thisyear in California.

No other State legislature has given serious consideration to the
matter. There have been discussions with the legislative leaders in
some States, and some of them have indicated that they thought such
a piece of enabling legislation could be passed without great difficulty.
Others have indicated they thought it would be difficult to pass.

There are a few States which have either existing legislation under
which. a voucher demonstration could be done or a provision by which
the State Board of Education can waive the provisions of it being
done.

So it is not the case that every State requires enablincr
There is also at this point no school board which hasfirmly com-

mitted itself to moing forward. All three boards that are actively in-
volved in this, geattle, San Francisco, and Allen Rock, have decided
to take the next step at each point of choice, but they have not gone
to the point of saying "Yes, we want to do it."

Senator MONDALE. IVould a city the size of San Francisco have to
agree to make it citywide ?

Dr. JENCKS. NO ; I should have clarified. The kind of demonstration
we are discussing is a demonstration that would involve something on
the order of 10,000 elementary schoolchildren. In a city the size of
San Francisco this means that the San Francisco School Board would
designate an area of the city as the target area for the voucher project.
They could desi 0-nate whatever area seemed to be appropriate and es-
tablish an EVIC which was specific for that area of the city. The
voucher experiment would just cover that part of the city.

Senator MONDALE. Well, how would you avoid excluding the lower
income groups of the area ?

Dr. JENCKS. I think 0E0 would require that, in order to be accept-
able, a demonstration area would have to be mixed so that you would
get many ethnically and racially mixed schools in it.

In the case of San. Francisco I think this is not a problem. I don't
think there is a chance in the world that Judge Wygal would approve
such an experiment unless it had this characteristic. I am not sure he
would approve the experiment no matter what characteristics it has,
which is another complication in San Francisco. .

Another problem arises in Seattle; which is engaged in rather corn-
phcated litigation with respect to racial balance in tile plyblic schools.
All of our negotiations with. Seattle are under the additiohal constraint
that they will have to satisfy whateier courtorders fmally come down
on the integration of the public schools.

OF
Senator MONDALE. Tako the existing per capita public contribution

and then you add something from the Federal Government into the
voucherhow much money , would 0E0 be 'contributing to sort of
sweeten the pot? About how much is sweet enough?

Dr. JENCKS. Well, one of the problems with interesting local dis-
tricts in this experiment, I would say, is that 0E0 has been very re-

,
, . ,
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luctant to engage in what, without prejudice, I would call bribery. The
Federal contribution has been designed to meet all the additional costs
of the experiment, which means some direct educational costs. That is,
for instance a city in which parochial schools were to participate,
there would be public money going to support costs which had previ-
ously been borne entirely privately. Similarly they would pick up any
other direct costs.

But the only additional money which would flow to the public school
system is the extra payments for compensatory vouchers. Therefore,
the magnitude of the compensatory payments that are attached to the
vouchers of low-income children has become crucial with respect to
how much money the local school district is actually going to get out
of this.

I think it is fair to say, for better or worse, that 0E0 has not been
very openhanded in its negotiations on this point. They have agreed
to the principle and they believe in the principle, but they have not been
conducting these negotiations in such a way as to make a school dis-
trict want to participate simply bedause of the money they would get
out of it. And I think this helps account for the fact that there isn't
a long queue of applicants at 0E0 waiting to get on this gravy train.

My guess is that something on the order of $1 million in compen-
satory payments might flow to a local district, and if you sPread that
over 10,000 children, you are talking about something like $100 a child.
The compensatory payments, of course, would be more than $100 a
child. That is, compensatorypayments might be $300 d child for a third

iof the students. But the net ncrement to the district prorated over the
whole population would be on the order of 10percent. In some districts
it could be less than 10 percent, in some districts it would be more. But
it is not enough to make a district go in for this.

Senator MONDALE. 0E0 just pays for the additional costno divi-
dends to the taxpayer ?

Dr. JENCKS. Right. And that is one of the things that 0E0 has
always been committed to ; they were absolutely committed to the
principle this shduld not be uSed to substitute Federal money for local
tax efforts.

Senator MONDALE. But, it is not' big enough for them to say, "Well,
we are' going to get a lat of new money to really give these poor chil-
dren a chance." The $100 a head doesn't make'enough difference.

Dr. JENCKS. No, 0E0 has not been at all oriented that way: From
the point' of view of a denionstratiOn project,,you, can sa.y that is goOd
because it means you are treating vouchers as an issUe independent from
extra money, or you can saT it is bad because it Mikes the experiment
suffer under the same financial constraints'as 'public Schools.

Senator MONDALE. SO it would be fair; at this point, to say no school
district has committed itself solidly tOward the project?

Dr. JENcits. I think that is correct ; ;

Senator MONDALE. Three of them are actively looking at it?
Dr. JENCKS. Rig;ht. In addition, seYeral are looking at it that have

not at this point had 0E0 grrants.
Senator MONDALE. We hays no experience with the voucher system

in being--;
Dr: tTEN-ciz.s. That is cOrrect.
Senator MONDALE: Of the kiha that you haire desio-Tie
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EXAMPLES OF VOUCHER-TYPE SYSTEMS

Dr. JEN-cKs. That is correct. We have no real experience with any
sort of voucher system if the truth were told. We have brief experi-
ence with the systems that were set up in the South, but in every case
that I know a they were liquidated by the courts within a year or
so of the time they -were set up:

Senator MONDALE. There might be examples of impacted aid given
to the voucher system.

Dr. JENCKS. There are examples which I haven't discussed but
which might be of some interest. There are a nmnber of school districts
in northern New England which do not maintain public high schools
but instead provide payments to parents to send their children to
either a neighboring high school or private academies depending on
the parents' choice. Those arrangements are essentially very ad hoc.
That is, they exist under regulations which are developed by the local
school boar& They don't have any very elaborate theory behind them.
They are simply an example of a poor district saying that children
should go to high school, that we can't run a high school, so we pay
out money for high school directly to parents.

Senator MONDALE. You know, the Federal impact aid has done very
significant things in some States with Indian reservations. We were
working with the new Indian Education Act in cmy State which
would get rid of that impact aid and set up. a new category of inde-
pendent student assistance. Some of the Indian educators said 'this
is the worst thing you could do because, right now, there's $800
or $900 a head on these Indian students at or near reservations. Now
that the impact aid money has risen that high; We find that all those
public schoolsthat used to resent an Indian getting closeare often
competing for these children. They go to see thei.. parents, do every-
thing they can to encourage the childrento make the children want
to come thereand, for the first time' the Indians are, wanted. Of
course, it is the money riding on their head that helps a little there.
I woneler if there aren't some sort of, ad hoc voucher systems; of that
kind, that might be looked M. ,

Dr. JErroics. There ,are a numberz and we have actually been inter-
ested in the Indian situation for 3ust that reason. And %although I
haven't done a detailed study 'of it, there is 'some, interesting experi-
ence from Denmark , where, they set up ,a 'system of this kind. ,It is
interesting particularly in light of the question of how, many people
will want totpull out of the,local pnblic schools. ,The Danish experi-
ence, as I understand it; has:been that about 10 percent of the: popu-
lation did not want to attend; the regular public school, but instead
set up one oi% another kind of. Pxperimental school.

Now, of 'course, there are drastic differences ,between Denmark and
the United States there are no big ethnic 'linguistic or 'relio-ious
minorities. :
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Dr. JENCKS. Well, there are several factors. First, I would say that
I think your impression is accurate.

Next I would say that our experience in dealing with the profes-
sional groups has been rather as follows. The Conversation tends to
go "we are against vouchers, now can you tell us what they are." And
the opposition has been linked to a series of ideas about the proposal
which made people think they were against it because they thought
the proposal was something other than what it was. However, many
were against it even after they understood what it was about.

The initial response has been on two bases. First, when somebody
says vouchers, some people think of segregated systems; and if they
are against segregation they are against vouchers. Second, the NEA
and the education groups in general have been opposed to any money
,(Yoing to the private sector. In their mind that basically. means Catho-
lic schOols, and as you know, there have been resolutions passed at
NBA. meetings, and so forth, opposing any form of aid to private
schools on any terms whatever, and asking for repeal of whatever
aid there is. I think that kind of orientation has played a big part in
their opposition.

Now beyond that I think there is a very strong feeling on the part
of a lot of people in the education establishment that they have built
up a set of working relationships with the existing public authorities
and local school boards, and so forth, and that they therefore have
some voice in how things go at the local level and at the Statelevel.

They don't know what would happen if you were to have a system
of this kind, and therefore it involves a big risk. In effect they would
rather live with the devil they know than the devil they don't. That
seems tc., me entirely understandable. But it is exactly the state of
mind which makes it, very difficult to do anything new.

The last thing, I suppose, is, that there's a very stronk, feeling
among a lot of people that this is a device for getting business into edu-,-
cation and that that is a bad idea. There is a strong feeling aniong a lot
of public school people that the profit motive is a bad inotiVe and that
sch.00ls run ,for profit will be bacl schools, and that a voucher system
will produce a lot of PaPpy Parker's Fried Children. I 'don't think
there is much , basis for this ,kind of, anxiet3r, because I don't think
it will turn out that you can Make very:much money iiinning schools.
People who ,have run private schoolsp fOr, the rich have generally
found that proprietary schools were not get-rick scheines.,Very few
of those schools are run on a profitmaking basis: I

The private corporations, that have gone , into :performance con-
tracting have found this is not, as profitable or easy to clO as they had
imagined. And :frankly, I think the whole argument that business is
going to be able to 'run schools More efficientlj than those' "socialists"
known! as -public educators is, a; lot 'of nonsense: I ,think. it. Will: turn
out that the public schOol system, in, terms ,Of, simply, keeping costs
down and operating ,within a tight budget, iS >run as efficiently as it
would be on almost any basis:

Senator. MONDALE. Robert Lekachnian guesS,you have read his
articlessays :*

'4'f3ee' ',.k.i3ii3e'nAix 2, .p.111115 tIVoizabers
12 ;1971.'

1'
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In the present climate of opinion, a generalized voucher plan would not have
a ghost of a chance to win politically if it remained faithful to Jencks' criteria :
tuition ceilings, rewards for schools that educate difficult children, 50-percent
lotteries, plus effective supervision over publicity, admissions, suspension, and
compulsion. And if by some major miraCle liberal vouchers were inaugurated,
middle-class parents would place enormous pressure upon. voucher authorities
to influence the operation in favor of their own children, EVA's would either
cave in or find their tasks radically redefined by legislatures responding to
middle-class pressure&

I think you have already responded to that.

LEGISLATIVE CONCERN OVER SEGREGATION

Dr. .TE-NcKs. There is one point I would like to make that is relevant
to that, which has to do with our actual experience in negotiating with
legislatures. In general the legislatures that we have been dealing
withand, of course, they are not a cross sectionhave been inclined
to place more restrictions on what voucher schools could do than the
Center has proposed. They have not tried to eliminate restrictions.
They have been extremely concerned about the possibility that this
kind of a sTstem could be used to bring about segregation, for in-
stance. And in a general way this is not surprising, because the strong-
est single group with an interest in vouchers is the public school sys-
tem, and its strongest interest is to insure if there is going to, be a
voucher system it should be one in which the public schools can com-
pete on an equal basis with the private schools. So there is a very pow-
erful lobby built in, pushing to maintain a system in which the public
schools do not become a dumping ground for the children who can't
get into private schools.

Now this may not be true once a voucher system is in operation, but
it certainly has been true up to this point So I don't think the local
and State politics are anywhere near as gloomy as Mr. Lekachman
does. That is not to say I would like to set up such a system in Georgia.
There might be a number of problems.

NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS UNDER VOUCHER

Senator MONDALE. Your voucher regrulations do not require any bias
in favor of existing feeder patterns?

Dr. JENCKS. No, 'except, insofar as the district is dra;wn that way.
That is, if you do the demonstration in San Franciscd they might

Senator MONDALE. Since it is related to elementary schools, if a
family lived half a block frOm their traditional elementary schOol they
would not be preferred over someone who` lived 3 miles from there ?

Dr. JENCIEK That is the case. Under oUr proposal, if there' are sur-
plus applicants, there must be a lottery !for at least half the plaCes in
the school. But with respect to the remaining places, the school board
or the school might accord 'preference la 'local 'children! over Children
from farther away. The only restriction is thtit the school can't acccird
preference to local children if, in so doing,' it , accords preference to
white'children. 'It would havelo Work Out its admissions so that it gets
the right racial mix.

Senator MONDALE. Let me see how this 'works. Let's say we have
10 elementary schools in. a coMmunity ; One whiCh 'has 'a rePufation
of being absolutely the best one, and one absolute& the worst Pre-
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sumably if all the facts are out and people were choosing wisely, the
parents who are now sending their children to the absolutely worst
would apply for the absolute bestchildren that are at the absolute
best presumably will apply to stay where they are also many, many
others around the community will spot the one with the good repu-
tation. Now how do you sort that out ?

Dr. JENCKS. Okay, the first point is that in order to do this you
have to guarantee that any student who is already in the school can
stay there. So you start with grade one.

Senator MONDALE. Now what is the second ?
Dr. eTENcKs. All the children who are already in the best school

get a free ride. The question is what happens to the children who want
to conie who will be going to the first grade. In the extreme case,
that is everyone applies to the same school, the school may fill half
their places any way they want.

Senator MONDALE. And they might opt for the neighborhood solu-
tion ?

Dr. JEwcxs. They might opt for the neighborhood solution. Pre-
sumably they can only take half the people they defined as being
in that neighborhoodof course, they can always double the number
of places. If everybody wants to go to a school, you make the school
bigger. If nobody wants to go to a school, you make the number of
places less. In short run you can assume there will be too many people,
that there are not enough classrooms, and so forth, and as a result
there will be a surplus of applicants. Now if the school with the repu-
tation of being best happens to be, let's say, in an all white area and
the whole district is 25-percent black, then it will get 25-percent black
applicants. It fills half its places by choice. Now it can't fill, this first
half with only neighborhood people, because they will be all white,
and that will break the rules. So it takes three-quarters of the first
half from white applicants who live in the neighborhood and a quar-
ter from black applicants from outside the neighborhood. Now, it has
half its places filled. Then there is a lottery for the second half among
the remaining applicants. The school ends up with about 25 percent of
its students black, about 37 percent of its students white children from
the neighborhood and another 37 , percent white children who , were
chosen at random from all the people all over the city who applied:

So the system essentially has some bias in favor of its neighborhood,
but it could not end up being a neighborhood school in anything like
the traditional sense. The majority of the students ,will come from
outside the neighborhood. ,

Senator MONDALE. Don't you have difficult transportation problems

ADDITIONAL FUNDS FOR BUSING

Dr. JENCKS. You 'could 'easily have a. difficult traniportation prob-
lem, and 0E0 has contemplated, financing What is in additional pay-
ment for a busing system rwhich would, get children, to the school 'of
their choice. The 'cost of busing obviously varies enormously according
to the character of the district and,the degree of concentration. There,
are some school districts that we have been,dealing,With where sCho;Is
are geographically: heavily, concentrated so there aie ,fOur or five
schools within walking 'distance Of 'a child. There are Other' districts
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Allen Rock, for examplethat already have children going to school
on a bus, so that nothing would change all that muchjust the bus
routes essentially.

The question of how this whole thing works really depends on the
decrree to which people want to attend schools other than the nearest
scriool. You can con3ure up real horror stories in which everybody
goes to the schools miles and miles away because that is where they
want to go. It doesn't seem very likely, but there is no way to find out
but to try it.

Senator MONDALE. How legitimate is the desire to attend the neigh-
borhood school ? Are you aware of any studies to help us understand ?

OPEN- ENROLLMENT

Dr. JENCKS. Well, we did a little work on this this summer. Looking
at what happened in open enrollment situations of most kinds in the
South they had been constructed to avoid integrating the schools, and
in the North they had been constructed in the early 1960's when it
looked like a good solutionour conclusion was that in the black com-
munity almost everything depended on the way the thing was pre-.
sented and 'on the politics which lay behind its having been estab-
lished. In some open enrollment situations you had virtually no black
parents who wanted to take advantage of this option. Virtually all of
them wanted to attend the neighborhood school whether it was all
black or not. In other open enrollment situations, it was the opposite.

The extreme case would be something like Project Concern in Hart-
ford, where the thing is presented as if the student had just won a
prizeyou get to go to a school in the suburbs, although of course if
you don't want to you don't have to. The scheme is presented in a way
that leads the parent to expect that the child will attend a- better
school than the one he is now in, that the whole classroom is going,
and that it is all settled, and so on: In that situation you 'get some-
thing between 80 and 90 percent of the ,parents saying yes.

I think our inference from that was that it just depends very strongly
on the way in which the thing is structured rather than "on the simple
question of whether or not the school is the neighborhood schoOl. And
the public opinion surveys suggest the same thing, to' fide at least : the
way you word questions about what people want' has" a fantastic effect
on the way in which people answer them. If people really perceiVe a
qualitative difference between" schools,.most of them' seem to prefer the'
school which is supposed to be better even if it is not in the' neighbor--
hood. 'If they see this as something that' has been iniposed 'on. them to
meet some arbitrary requirement, that for instance somebody ,thinks

iichool should be integrated but that'actually it is'not a better school,
whatever that means, then they resist it. And obviously if they think
the school is going to be worse as Well as not being in the neighborhood,

. then they will-resist it in a-ieallaShion:
But our assumptiOn has been' that in 'a ;situatiOn in which parents

were, choosing schooU, they would norniallY think that the school
they chose was better.. But ' a lot depends on the 'degree. to'.which' 'the
schools 'become 'different 'from' One another. :That is, in' a' traditional
rich neighborhood there isn't Much difference among the SchOols. How-
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ever, if you get a system in which there is a Montessorri or a Lesershire
school, then there will be a lot of parents who will want that school
regardless of whether it is close or far away.

Slenator MONDALE. Your voucher system as you say, is designed to
promote education innovation. Now, it would dramatically change the
ability of the lower-income _parents to select a school of their choice.
Why do you see this as a need ? What is it about the present system that
causes you to believe that this approach is so terribly important?

POLMCS AND INNOVATION

Dr. JENCKS. Well, there are two kinds of problems. One is the con-
straint on educators which I talked about. If you are running a neigh-
borhood elementary school which everybody must attend, and if you
want to do something which has never been done before, you are almost
certain to encounter opposition. Even if all you want is to have the
new math instead of the old math, there are 'going to be parents who
say : "Why don't you teach it the way you used to; this isn't mathe-
matics, this is sc)mething else." And the more unorthodox is the thing
you want to do, the more parents are going to be confused and upset
and hostile. The safe and easy political course in that kind of sittiion
is always to go on doing what you have always .been doing, and gen-
erally speaking that has been exactly the course thp.t school admmis-
trators have felt they have had to take.

To maintain any course, no matter how traditional, which will be
acceptable to the majority of parents, when parents disagree as much
as they dO about what is good edUcation, usually takes all the energy
of the school superintendent and the school principal. If they stay in
office and are not lynched, they feel they have done pretty well for that
year. To go out on a limb and try some crackpot new scheme thought
up by God knoWs who is a very risky business. Superintendents there-
fore are willing to innovate only in a community which either- has no
influence over the schools at all, for example, in. a big, bureaucratic
school system where in effect they can institute a change and assume
that, even if parents are unhappy, there is no real possibility of pro-
test or else in a community .where innovation per se is seen as 'a good
thingfor example, in a suburban district where whatever is thelatest
thing is what people want. , , ; ; :

But in the, normal' course of events, when you are operating essen-
tially on a compulsory, basis, innovation is almost impossible. A choice
system seems to me to be the only device which wilt alloir innovation
within the public sector. Most innovations. appeal to a minority at
firstyou come up with some new idea, somebody wants to do some-:
thing different, and the first year, perhaps 1.0 percent of the peOple
think it is' a good idea..Twenty years later the majority; will agree:
But in the present system, you'can't 'get going unti1the magaritY think
it is a good idea. .

The other argument' is much, more simple ininded:; If parents feel
they have a choice and are exercising :a choice; they may take more
responsibility for their children's educationbe more interested, pay
more attention, 'be' more atthntive to, ,what the schools are-doing, get
more iiivolved.in' school affairs, and so forth.' Now, that is chancy,' but
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it is certainly at least a reasonable theory that when people feel they
have some control, they begin to get more involved.

But as far as innovation is concerned, I really think the crucial ele-
ment is this question of how the local politics work. The only way that
I can see to get innovation in the public sector is to allow it to be
vol untary.

Senator MONDALE. We will take a recess.
[Short recess.]
Senator MONDALE. I would like to change the subject for a minute.

Have you completed your work on the report on education equality ?
Dr. JENCKS. I am working on it. I wish I could say I had completed

it.
Senator MoNDAT.r. I have read the rough draft. This committee has

a very short life, as far as March of next year. We haVe been given the
task of recommending national policies to achieve equal educational
opportunity in this country. For nearly 2 years now, we have had day
after day of hearings. We have listened to practically everybody -we
had reason to believe had something to say, ; and, as an overlapping
study, we have had to grapple with the school integration/desegrega-
tion problem.

In your study, as I understand it, you attempt to grapple with-avail-
able research materials to determine what they diSclose as to what
might work, what hasn't worked. It strikes me as very close to the
same problem.

If you were to advise this committee as 'to what key recommenda-
tions ought to be made to encourage national policies toward more.equality in educational opportunity, what would the elements of the
Jencks' plan be ?

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EQUALITY IN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Dr. JENCKS. Well, leaving vouchers aside for the moment9 I think
that the main conclusion we have drawn from the research that we
have looked at is that a policy designed encourage equal educational
opportunity does not guarantee equal results, and what is more, is
not a particularly good way of achieving equality -among adults. In
fact, the main conclusion I draw from the research we have examined
is : That if you want to establish equality among adults, you want to
make incomes more equal or occupational §tatus more equal or peo-
ple's political power more equal or whatever, an&that school refdrm
is not a particularly promising way to go about that. Even if we make
the schools absolutely equal, we 'will have done relatively little to deal
with the problem of inequality among adult§ in America.

Now, if that is the case, then it is very important to 'separate the
question of equal educational opportunity and the rights of. people to
a good education from the question, of whether or not this is going
to produce equal scores on certain kinds of tests or equal incomes among
adults, or whatever: And my approach to 'the" problem ,has,, therefore,
come to be one in Ivhich equal educational opportunity -means that
people get a chance to get the kind- of education that either t ey or
when they are younger-!=their parent§' want- for them: That -every-
body has the- same opportunity to cret -that kind .of education. The
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emphasis is on what people want rather than on an education which
will result in their reading at exactly the same level as somebody else.

This is related to a more general comment about schools, which is
that during the 1960's we all tended to look at schools in a very instru-
mental way. No one tried to make schools good places for children
to be in simply because people spend a fifth of their lives goincr to
school and it is therefore reasonable tO ivant schools to be nice praces
where people are treated with decency and respect. The reason we
wanted to fuss with schools was because we believed that the first fifth
of life would influence the next four-fifths. It wasn't enough to make
the schools good in their own right ; we wanted to make them good
because they would affect adult life.

I think that emphasis was probably wrong. I have come more and
more to think that the school integration question is analogous to the
question of desegregating public facilities. You don't say that you
want to desegregate men's rooms because the urinals in one place are
not as good as the urinals in another. You want to desegregate things
because people have a right to that, and because it. is not decent to dis-
criminate against people. The seats in the back of the bus do not have
to be any harder to make it unreasonable and unjust to put people in
the back of the bus.

My approach to both the school desegregation question and the more
general question has come to be one in which equal educational oppor-
tunity is thought of as the right to attend a school where the student
is treated well, where people don't abuse him, where he gets a chance
to learn something, where he doesn't feel he is wasting his time, where
7-year-old kids smile instead of going around looking gloomy all day
long. That is, of course, very unpopular with people who want to use
the schools to save the world.

But I suppose that what follows from this is that our idea of what
will do any good is very different from the ideas and standards we have
traditionally had.

The report that you have looked at mostly uses the standard of what
will affect test scores, and, to some extent, what will affect whether or
ilot students in a (-riven school will go on to college. The reason those
were chosen was, bZcause it was pzesumed that people who go to colleffe
and people who achieved high 1.-et, scores would get better jobs arid
have better opportunities than those who do not.

I think I would say that those criteria may be misplaced. There
may not be much the schools can do about better jobs and better op-
portunities. But you can arrange the schools so the plaster doesn't fall
on the children's heads; and you can surely arrano-e for the students
to get a hot lunch so they have enough to eat aafeel like aoincr to
school, and don't spend all day feeling pain in the pit of their stomat-chs ;
and you can surely arrange schools so that the teachers treat the chil-
dren in a way that you would want children to be treated, instead of
treating them as if the teachers were jailers maintaining control over
a group of restless inmates. And it is these kinds of qualities that I now
feel are much more important than the things that we have been
manipulating.

How do yougo about doing that? -The voucher system_we have been
italking about s one device Which, at least in my mind, iS a'Prornising
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way both to make the schools more responsive to parents and children
and also to equalize the distribution of resources, so that you don't have
a situation in which some schools have twice as much money to spend as
a place across town and are therefore much better able to create a
better atmosphere and a decent place for children.

I am not sure how responsive that is to your question.

SKILL LEVELS

Senator MONDALE. Well, I guess I am a little more old-fashioned. I
think there is a great deal in what you say about a sense of humanity
and respect. Also, a great deal to be said about looking upon child-
hood and studenthood as a time that ought to be enjoyed in its own
right as a part of life, and not just a period when the pressure is on, in
order to prepare you for real life later. I agree with all those things. I
believe in the importance of enjoyable architectural surroundings and
physical facilities, health care, and so bnI agree with all that. But,
I also think that it is true that a poor black child that goes td a black
e,crhetto school who doesn't really learn to read or to count or develop
sldllsachieve a level in skills necessary to go on to higher education,
or develop motivationhas a set of life chances that are horribly un-
fair. While these other things should be dealt with, we still should be
able to give a simple answerif it is possiblewhat strategy or strate-
e,cries will permit that child to have the same opportunity as the child
out in the quality white suburban school.

Dr. JENCKS. Let me say two things in response to that. The first is
that I agree with you that people should be taught to read in school.
Second, I am quite convinced, that until relatively recently the black
child who was able to read didn't have a much better chance than one
who couldn't. By the, evidence we examined, the payoffs for, doing well
in school were extraordinarily small for black children. And i.f you
look at soldiers and look at their AFQT scoreswhich are a good
example of the standard test achievement that we have been talking
about and that most analyses have foCused onand look at the soldiers
acrain when they are 30 years of age, you find that blaek veterans who
scored as high as whites are barely making more money than those
with an averacre score for blacks. This doesn't encourage you to believe
that raising brack people's test scores is the solution to equalizing their
income. Blacks with high scores make a little more money, ibut t is a
difference of a couple hundred dollars, whereas the income gap be-
tween blacks and whites is a matter of a couple thousand dollars. Now
that may be changing.

Senator MONDALE. You wouldn't criticize the black parent saying,
"that may be right, but I still want my child to have the tools." I am not
going to buy the argument that discrimination in this country is such
that there is no point in learning? ,

Dr. JENCKS. I .gree with that, and I agree also that everyone should
learn to read. It is rather fun to be able to read and Understand some-
thing, even if it doesn't result in higher income.

Senator MONDALE. Would you say one of the reasons for discrimina-
tion is that, traditionally, the schools have not delivered into the hands
of the poor child it; .;=, tools he needs to attack the situation I
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Dr. JENCKS. Well, I think that is true, and I think you can make a
more general argument that even though the individual black who did
well in the test wasn't much better off economically or socially than one
who didn't, that was in part because the majority of blacks were not
up to the white level in performance. In effect what both employers
or other people did was to treat all blacks alike. Even if you happened
to be a college graduate, or to have a Ph. D, or be very good at some-
thing, the white community, which had power over opportunities, did
not recognize that fact. The result was that everybody was penalized
for things which some black people had had imposed on them by the
character of their background and previous treatment, and so forth.

I am not certain in my own mind to what extent schools as opposed
to communities and families and neighborhoods, can contribute to
solving that problem. But if you think about a strategy for dealino-
with this, I think that it is probably most crucial to emphasize tilt;
development of some kind of minimum educational standards which
you can establish and expect people to meet. One of the problems with
all of the programs we have dealt with is that the criteria for success
are always relative. You set up a compensatory program with the
objective of getting children up to something called grade level. Well,
this is at best an illusory objective ; grade level is defined as where the
average child is, so half the school always has to be below grade level.

Senator MONDALE. It is a sloppy standard, but it is a fact. In a rich,
white suburban school, practically all of them are up 80, 95, 100 per-
centile. In a poor black school, they are all down 5, 10 percent. So that
there is a tremendous difference.

Dr. JENCKS. There is no question at all about it. I think what I
am saying is the followino- : If the standard is simply whether a school
is above or below grade revel, then even if the black school is doing- a
relatively good job it is almost inevitable, given the disadvantages with
which those students start, that they will be at least a little bit below
a school doing an equally good job in the suburbs. The question of
concern is how big the crap is. If the difference is a very small percent
you probably wouldn'tworry much about it.

Senator MONDALE. We have some problems with what you are
saying.

COMPENSATORY PROGRAMS LACK OBJECTIVE STANDARDS

Dr. JENCKS. Well, let me finish what I. was going to say. I think
that one of the problems that has led to discouragement with most
of the compensatory programs aimed at boo3ting the quality of the
schools has been that there haven't been a set of objective standards
which everybody could hope to get their students to meet. There
hasn't been a floor which people have been trying to get every student
up, to. In that sense it is almost built in that a very large proportion
of these programs will fail. This in turn contributes to the stereotype
that these programs can't succeed. I think now' we are in a situation
in which people feel very denioralized. The teacherS feel they have
to have an excuse for having 'failed, so they then say the students
can't learn, and then you have a vicious circle in which expectations
of the students go down.

70-479-72-pt. 22 -I
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Senator MONDALE. Are you saying that these inner schools are on a
treadmill, they are doing better and better, but the standards are mov-
ing over the horizon ?

Dr. JENCKS. No, I am not saying they are actually doing better, al-
though there is some evidence that in historical terms they are doing
better. For instance, if 3rou look at the overall level of reading per-
formance in the United States from the 1950's to the 1960's you will
find that everybody is reading better. That means that although the
crhetto school is reading a year behind grade level in the fifth crrade
and the suburban school is reading a year ahead of level at theP'fifth
grade, they are all reading better than sixth graders were reading
20 years acro. What I am saying is that if you want to maintain the
belief thaepeople can learn and that they are going to succeed, it is
useful to have a standard which isn't a competition that some people
are bound to lose, but is a competition against an objective criteria
which everybody can succeed at.

Senator MONDALE. But it is also true that the consequences of not
being able to handle numbers, writing, and the rest, are much more
serious than they were 30 years ago. And it is also true, not just on a

irelative scale, it s an absolute fact, that there are hundreds of thou-
sands of children that don't learn anything. They come out of school
not being able to read or count.

CREDENTIALS MANDATORY

Dr. JENCKS. I think the question is more complicated than we
thought it was at first. We started off with the assumption that the
consequences of not being able to read were greater. The examination
we made showed we are not so sure.

We find two things.
First, if you compare people with the same amount of schooling,

some of whom do well in tests and some who do very badly, the differ-
ences in their adult success is very small.

In other words, it seems to be the credentials rather than the skills
that count. An employer won't employ- a gruy who reads well and
doesn't have a high scnool diploma, but he will employ a person with
a high school diploma even if he doesn't read well.

This is one of the reasom why it is important to teach these skills.
If the people don't have the skills, they fail in school. They feel dis-
couraged and drop out and don't get the credentials,they need in adult
life. It is clearly the case that the skills irople have are one of the
factors that influence how long they stay m school, although that is
not the only factor.

A good deal of progress has been made in the last 20 years, for
instance, in narroWing the gap in the credentials that black and white
students have, even though the test score gap has not been narrowed
anywhere near as much. Judging by the experiences of whites, this
ought to make quite a difference. If you have the credentials, if you
have a college degree, it is not that important to do well in a reading,
comprehension test unless you are in. a -very narrow range of occupa-
tions.

That is only a partial answer.
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Again; I don't want to argue that skills are of no consequence, but
at least the evidence we have suggests that the skills are mainly im-
portant in getting the credentials and it is the credentials that are
important for the next 50 years. The relationship between degrees
and income or degrees and occupational status is no different now than
it was 50 years ago, or 40 years ago, which is about as far back as the
evidence goes.

On the other hand, there are a lot of people who manage to do quite
well for themselves in job terms who don't have college degrees or
don't have a Ph. D. or don't score high on tests, but who have a lot of
the other qualities which are important to success in the world.

Senator MONDALE. Unfortunately, I must leave, however I would
like to have the staff continue if you have some time.

Dr. JENCKS. I would be perfectly willing to do that.
Senator MONDALE. We will be holding a seminar next week where

we will try to go into the subject of your report. I believe the work
that you and your colleagues have done on this effort to evaluate re-
search data, is very important to our committee's report. If you could
help us, we would be most grateful.

Thank you very much.
Dr. JEN-cx.s. Thank you.
[At this point the hearing was held as an open forum discussion,

between the committee's staff and Dr. Jencks.]
Mr. HARRIS. You were talking earlier about one of the missions of

the school system being to creatZ an environment where the child was
relatively happy, where the school environments were relatively equal,
where the parent and the child had some choices, basically a whole
battery of things which I would describe as sort of making the child
feel good about his situation.

Dr, JENCKS. Right.
Mr. HARRIS. Wh.at 3Tou didn't address, very specifically anyway, was

the functioning of that school in terms of providing him with spe-
cific skills so that when he gets out, at whatever point that is, he has
some choices about what he does next.

PROVISIONS FOR BASIC SKILLS

Dr. JENCKS. Right I have two feelinos about that One is that
most of the things schi:ols teach seem to be important to children, not
because of the substance of what is taught, but because mastering it
gives him the feeling he can do somethhig. If he does well, he gets the
idea he can do things well. Actually, knowing the five principal prod-
ucts of Venezuela is not a technically useful piece of information. It
is very rare that the substance of the curriculum is important. What is
important is that you don't come out of school feeling like you never
understood what was &lino- onthat you don't develop a way of re-
sponding to the world basal. on the feeling that you don't know what
is going on.

There are certain basic skills I wouldn't say that about for insiance
the ability to read and to write. But I am not at all sure how impol.:,ant
arithmetic is. There are a lot of people who work in offices who can do
only simple arithmetic.
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But at least reading and writing have a value outside that of de-
veloping some kind of self-confidence, or a sense that you can control
the world, or that you can do the things people expect of you. It is
directly translatable into certain kinds of adult thino's.

The argument I was trying to make for minimar standards is that
the understanding of what objectives the school was being held to and
what objectives the child is being held to is, in most cases very vague.
There is a lot done in bad schools to obscure precisely what they are
trying to do, because if they were to make it explicit, you will see that
they failed.

In talking about developingsome standard -which you would expect
every child to meet at some point or other--I think of this in terms of
elementary schoolsthere ought to be some notion that every child
who finishes elementary school should be able to read at a certain level.
I don't know what that level is, but it obviously can't be grade level.
You have to pick a level of competence and a set of tasks people will
be able to do.

Now,it turns out the area in which we have had a standard to some
deo- iree s arithmetic. If a child can't do long division, he can't do it.
Wig are much more vague about what we are testing with reading tests.
In a lot of ways they are not quite reading tests. A typical reading
test is largely a reasoning test. There is a passage to read followed by
a set of inductive jumps. It doeSn't quite test whether or not a child
can read but rather whether hes interprets what he has read in the
same way as somebody else does: That is, of course, a much more diffi-cult thing. 4

Mr. HARRIS. What I am asking is whether or not you are willing to
hold the schools accountable in 'the same way you want to hold them
accountable for not lettincr plaster fall on their heads or not having
heat in the winter time, tO'be able to provide basic skills.

SCHOOLS ACCOUNTABLE FOR ACHIEVEMENT

Dr. JENCKS. I certainly want to hold them accountable in exactlythe same way as they are about the plaster or the heat. That is, Ithink there is an obligation that everybody involved knows what- is
happening. Some progress has been made in this area in the past few
years in terms of test scoreseven though I &net think the test scoresare the "be all" and "end all." I think the parents shouldjknow what. ,is going on; this is absolutely crucial. The student or 1)arent May de-
cide he doesn't care about'reading and I think that is fineiBut schoolsought not refuse to releaSe scores because people will bel angry. Thequestion of the reading gcores is something th.at parentS have to de-cide about

Mr. HARRIS. Especially those children whose parents know theycan't read.
Dr. JEisrcirs. Right-So long as they think or believe this is the pri-mary purpose of going, to 'sc ool, it seems the schools are under anobligation to respond:
I don't feel it is as important as a lot of peOple think I tl.;iinlr thereare a lot of other things which are more important ,Which are harderto get at. The reason parents jump on the reading scores is that' the
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other things are much harder to get hold of. The parent doesn't know
how the teacher treats his child in class. If she did, she might be a lot
more angry about that than about the reading: scores. If there were a
scale from 1 to 100, on which it could be said your child has been
treated 10 or 20, you might produce a riot. Of course, there isn't a way
to do that. So thepeople come back to things they can put numbers on.

iThe only sort of nformation parents have is what the student says to
the parents. This gets into the question of how much parents believe
the students' complaints.

I think if my parents believed everything I said when I was in
school, they would have gone down and rioted. But they figured chil-
dren are children.

Mr. HARRIS. You probably could rea:d when you were going through
that period ?

Dr. JENCKS. That is true.
And in addition, probably because they brought me up to explain a

lot I did. Some other -child is brought up to take a lot of things for
0-ranted. He puts up with a lot in school, because he thinks that that is
the way the world has to be. He adapts to the world he experiences in
the classroom, and he goes out into the real world and reacts the same
way. He tries to protect himself against something that may be done
to him.

, .

This is an unpromising situation when you get into a lot of jobs.
You are always defending yourself. You are never able to take much
responsibility or to exercise much initiative because you are always
waiting for someone to hit you.

You may be right, of course, but if that is the way you act on the
job, there is a vicious circle of what you expect and how the employer
reacts to your behavior, and so on.

I certainly am not arguing against the right of parents and students
to know about readinv.scores or their right to make a fuss about them
if they do not meet tht-eir expectations. I am arguing two things. One is
that reading scores are a lot harder to change than a lot of other things
are. The second is that the payoffs from chancing them are a lot less
than they are chalked up to be, and that thae'is 'historically particu-
larly true for blacks. ,

That is not an argument for not changing them, but rather an argu-
ment that nobody should expect that solving the reading score problem
will solve any other problem. The payoffs of keeping children in school
seem to be better than the payoffs to teaching them anything, which is
a grotesque commentary on that: If you raise a child, to some educa-
tional attainment you do much more for his income than if you raise
his test scores.

Mr. HAmus. That is true, but again, his educational aspirations or
attainments are directly related to his perception of how well he is or
is not doing.

UPWARD Bouisrn PROGRAMS = 617CCESSFUL

Dr. JENCKS. That is true, but it is' not all as true ,as one' might, as-.
sume. A clossie example is the 'Upward Bound programs, which have
been successful. A lot of children go to 'college as a result of those pro-
grams. You can see it by comparing them tO their brothers and sisters.
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Yet when you look at their test scores you will see that the scores
did not go up. Their SAT scores are low. But they went to college and
they stayed there and they graduated and they did so in about the
same proportion that you would expect of the general population, de-
spite the fact that they had low test scores.

They had to work harder at it. If they had been better at reading,
they would not have had to work so hard.

However if the government had spent that same money tryino- to
raise the test scores of high school students, I think those students
would not now have BA's or the same chance of success.

Mr. HARRIS. I am not really getting at test scores as such, but rather
that Upward Bound really provides the child who was close to leaving
school with some sort of extra stimulus, extra support.

Dr. JENCKS. Right.
Mr. HARRIS. To stay in school, to tolerate, perhaps, the bad scores

for another year, to tolerate lousy teaching for another year, to tol-
erate the whole process.

Dr. JENCKS. Yes.
And another thing is to teach a student how to cope with getting

into college, how to cope with dealing with the system, to give some
advice and encouragement. All that makes a difference.

Again I am not arguing that the test scores are unimportant. But if
you think of points of intervention, points at which you can hope to
make a difference for a relatively plausible amount of money, using
people doing the things they know how to do, a program like Upward
Bound, which focuses on how students can get the most out of the sys-
tem, seems to have done a lot more :Ian the Title I kinds of programs
which intervened earlier and focused on tryhig to teach children more
reading skills. .

We spent a lot more money on Title I and' I would say got a lot less
out of it than we did out of the Upward Bound approach. This is not
to say it was not worth trying.

If you have limited resources and limited human skills, it seems to
turn out that we know better how to motivate pf.tople than we know
how to teach them to read.

The experience -with teaching people to read suggests that we do
not know much about teaching people who do not know how to teach.
Basically what most reading teachers do is put a child in a situation
in which he cam teach himself. If he does not, and most do not, he
won't learn. I may be unduly pessimistic about this. It can be you may
be able to train teachers to teach people to read, but the experience thus
far has been very diScouraging.

I am not an expert in curriculum and I am not saying there are no
promishig developrnents in the field. But I am making a political judg-
ment that we have spent a lot of money over the past 6 or 7 years with-
out seeming to have derived much out of it.

My tentative conclusion from that is that it is very hard for teachers
not to be a certain kind of people. The kinds of people who become
teaChers are people who, after they have been teaching,for a while, have
a hard time dealing with children who . do not have certain charac-
teristics.

Either we have to change the characteristics that children have when
they come to school so that they come with more of the attributes they
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need to take advantage of the teachers, or we have to find ways of run-
ning schools that are drastically different from the ones we now have
so that we get people teaching who are able to deal with. these kinds of
children.

The second solution, vouchers, is a way of saying, let's try a lot of
different things, and have different places called schools and oppor-
tunities for different people to become teachers, rather than get into
the box where all teachers have to have a Masters degree and have to
have met a lot of requirements, all of which tends to insure that the
people who teach are a particular type of person.

Mr. SMITH. We have some comments about your Carnegie Study
which I guess I should say for the record is in the form of a confidential
preliminary draft, so it is not for publication yet.

But I would like to refer to three matters and ask you to expand
on them.

PRESCHOOL EFFORTS

First, you don't seem te have much hope for preschool efforts, which
is the first negative opinion we have seen on this strategy. Is that a
fair

Dr. JENCKS. There is a different opinion among us on this. We have
mentioned Mike Smith, who works on preschool proarams and is now
involved with Headstart and Followthrough. I thia he has consid-
erably more hope than I do that something can, in principle, be done
with this.

There is no disagreement among the people we have worked with
or, indeed, among any people who have looked hard at the evidence,
that the things we have done in preschools up to now have not had
a long-term impact on test scores.

That was the conclusion of the Westinghouse report, and although
we and other people have picked that apart technically and shown
that there are a lot of mistakes in it, it is one of those things in which,
despite all the mistakes, the conclusion is probably accurate.

Mr. Smrrii. I am told that there are some additional studies ready
to be released by, HEW and Mr. Zeigler which show some long-term
success with Headstart. We have not seen them yet.

Dr. JENCKS. I have not either. But the people I talk to, even the
ones who are rather enthusiastic at this point, are inclined to con-
cede that at the very least there is not much evidence that there
are long-term effects, although they argue that we have not given
the program a fair chance.

I think, in many respects, that is true. My own inference is not
that you cannot have a long-term impact. I am convinced that, for
instance, any systematic study of a large number of preschool pro-
grams will show that some of them do have a long.-term effect. But
my guess is that you will find that only a few of them do, 'and my
second guess is that you will not be able to identify why some succeed
and others fail. This is our experience with elementary schools.

It is not that no elementary school ever takes low-achieving students
and raises their scores. Some elementary schools are better than others.
At least that seems to be the inference so far. We have no clean study
of this, but it looks that way. The trouble is that the difference be-
tween a good and a bad elementary school and the results of this
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difference in terms of test scores, is not related to anything, that apolicymaker can get his hands on. It does not seem to be either re-sources or expenditures. It seems to be rather the social compositionof the school.
SOCIOECONOMIC INTEGRATION

There is a report that suggests that socioeconomic integration,which of course gets to the same things as racial integration, canhelp on scores. It does not close the gap, but in terms of test scores,there seems to be evidence of some improvement.I am tentative about this still1 but nevertheless it seems that -youcannot identify any characteristic of a school which produces h.ighscores or translates students with low scores into students with highscores. Aside from the socioeconomic characteristic, we do not seemto be able to identify any characteristic related to effectiveness.That is discouraging. 1Ct does not do much good to say that Head-start or preschool programs can help. But we have to say that we donot know how to set up a preschool program that works as opposedto one that does not.
Mr. Sarrrx. Do you conclude that the most helpful thing we cando is in the socioeconomic area ?
Dr. JENCKS. I would say yes, that at the moment it is the only thingthat seems to have an effect on test scores. I would say the most help-ful thing we could do in terms of political and economic costs versusbenefits is at the other end of the spectrum, is something like theUpward Bound program, gettino. more students into college. Thereis much less resistance to this tan to the things you have to do toget integration at the elementary school level, which, in fact, pro-vides almost no benefit to the students. Any single strategy shouldstart when students are in 'high school. That is unorthodox, becauseyou usually think that you have to start at the beginning. But you cando the most for the people when choices are directly in front of them.There is nothing you could do today which would prevent a guy fromdropping out of school 10 years from now which would be as effec-tive as something you could do to prevent him from dropping out ofschoo110 weeks from now.

OPTIONS OF HIGII SCHOOL LEVEL
Mr. SMITH. If you have already lost most of them, you won t beable to help them in that respect.
Dr. JENCKS. I am not arguing that you should wait until the col-lege level. But you should start in the ninth grade, which is whenpeople start to drop out. My orientation is toward adolescents andthe choices they begin to make about how they go out into the worldand in what context, and less toward preschooler& I am not knock-1ing preschool programs. They have all kinds of advantages. ,Mr. ROSENTHAL. You would start in, the ninth grade, would younot ?
Dr. JENCKS. Two thmgs seem important. The first is giving thestudents a much more realitistic sense of the options available to them,and some idea that there are things they can do to insure themselves akind of success. This is the main thing -Upward Bound has tended todo. It has convinced students that there are strategies they can pur-sue which are not failure strategies. Not only that

9 but that there are
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a set of people who are committed to making them succeed, because
their own success is def _ed In terms of how many people they get
into college and how many people stay there.

I think that this almost certainly has to be done outside the exist-
ing high school system, and that one of the reasons Upward Bound
has worked is that they brought students into new institutional ar-
rangements with people who had very different attitudes toward
them than the traditional high school teacher had. They were always
able to set up arrangements outside the high school and work with
the students in the summer, and ko forth.

The program is mostly voluntary. And it seems to me that the
whole morale of an Upward Bound program or any successful pro-
f:,erram depends on the idea that -people want it.

Again we know relatively, little about exactly what works in this
field. There are a lot of failures. It is not, that every guy who went
into this business was a success.

I have been much more encouraged by the overall impact of a
whole series of different things that have been done to encourage peo-
ple to stay in school and go to college and get tbe credentials they
need to compete, than I have been by programs designed to affect their
test performance.

DIRECT AID TO STUDENTS

There are some things you can do which are relatively straight-
forward. One is that if you give anybody -a scholarship to go to
college, he goeseven if he never considered it before. He may feel
that if somebody will give him money to go to college, there must be
something in it. That is a rather simpleminded thing to do. It is one
of the great arguments for direct aid to students rather than aid to
institutions, because it gives the student an investment in himself.

Another thing you can do is to have an open admissions policy. If
you tell people from the time they are in seventh grade that they can
go to college and that they don't have to have such and such an average
or whatever, it has an impact on the possibilities. You have to have a
structure which encourages people to believe that college is possible.
Scholarships and open admissions is one thinc,. The other thin°. is
to work with children so their perceptions of hOw to manipulatethe
system are more realistic.

If you talk to children now about what is available to them, you
find that they have wildly improbable ideas about what colleges they
Can go to and what they have to do to get there. They have a vast
amount of misinformation. I would say the same is true of their
counselors. The level of sophistication among these people about the
way the world works is very low. And if you compound a counselor
who is not very sophisticated about the way the colleges work with
a counselor who has no idea at all about the way the mind of the
student he is trying te counsel works, you are in a losing situation.

.

EFFECT INTEGRATION 0* ADVA*TAGED :CHILDREN

Mr. Smrru. Let me raise a second matter here. You seem to believe
that integration with poor, disadvantaged children hurts advantaged

ichildren with cognitve learning even though you find that the poorer.

children probably do better. Is that a fair conclusion?
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Di'. e7ENCKS. It is a fair conclusion from very shaky data.
Mr. SMITH. I have seen a lot of data that says that advantao-ed

children, at least in a classic Coleman type setting, do at lease as
well.

Dr. JENCKS. Let me describe exactly what my sense of what the
evidence shows. The first thing is that as far as high schools are con-
cerned, there is no effect. It is elementary school we are talking about
primarily.

There are two different kinds of studies that have been done. One
is the busing type, or quasi-experimental. You take children and you,
move them around. I know of no evidence that busing disadvantaged
children to school lowers the achievement of the children already
in that school. I have never seen any such evidence from, for instance,
the Berkeley situation, where you really move a lot of people in.

We are talking about studies that are evaluatino- only a few years,
but in the short run I do not know of any evidence that white or
advantaged students are hurt by this.

Mr. SMITTI. That is clear in. Berkeley.
Dr. JENCKS. The reverse situation is that the black students gain

much. The typical finding is that not much happens. That is not ab-
solutely true. Project Concern shows gains. They are not big, they are
not consistent, but that is a characteristic situation. Looking across at
the integration studies, when you bus or massively integrate by what-
ever device. you get modest inconsistent gains for the disadvantaged
students, which generally means black students.

If you look at natural integration, that is, if you compare schools
where, integration was already existent with schools where whites have
not bad a lot of black schoolmates, you don't find the same pattern.
You find that the blacks in naturally integrated schools are better off
and the gains are larger and more consistent than in the bUsing stud-
ies. But the whites in those schools are worse off than whites in
schools of a uniformly middle-class composition.

You cannot help feeling that there may be selection involved in'this
case ; that is, that the students in naturally integrated schools are the
same on all the outward criteria.

Maybe it is different. if you look around Washington and find a
school which is really integrated. But it is true that generally the
whites lose. But you could argue, and it may well be true, that the
whites who keep their children in those schools may be different from
suburban parents in some way that accounts for the discrepancies.

Also, the data is very shaky ; that is the other thing.
Mr Smrrir. You are talking about cognitive skills ?
Di...Timms. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. There are a host of other,benefits that may derive from

integration.
Dr. JENCKS. Yes, right. All we can say in terms of elementary

schools is that, in my view, the fact that you don't usually find big
stable differences can be attributed to the fact that those measures are
highly unstable and not very sensitive and don't measure what you


